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Abstract
Evaluating the invasive potential of nonnative species, to detect need for management measures
early in the invasion process is key in preventing impact of invasive alien species. We evaluate the
risk of the land snail Cantareus asperus (brown garden snail) to become invasive in Denmark. The
evaluation is based on a multilevel approach, including an international invasive status overview,
identification of present Danish distribution and population history, and an examination of the
geographical range, abundance and impact on a subset of the national population sites. Based on the
distribution data we analyze the species’ land use pattern. The evaluation also includes the
experimental examination of the species active dispersal potential, seeing how snail density and
vegetation cover affect movement length, and if habitat preference in relation to vegetation density
slows its spread. The above is synthesized in two pest risk assessment schemes.
We find that future introductions, establishment, spread and impact have a low-medium,
medium, low-medium and low probability respectively. Thus the species is not in an immediate risk
of becoming invasive in Denmark. However, locally it is capable to build up considerable densities
and is seen as a pest. Future climate scenarios for Denmark (yr 2100) show an overlap with the
current climate in a substantial part of its native range. The species is therefore a candidate for the
Danish observation list for invasive alien species and its national status should be re-evaluated in
the near future.
Methods for the continued monitoring of this snail, or other potential invasive snails, are
suggested, based on experience from the study. Finally, we encourage a systematic evaluation of
nonnative species in Denmark.
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Introduction
Ongoing

globalisation

and

past

human

Glossary

colonisations has brought with it passengers

 Nonnative (or alien) species: Any taxa introduced to a

and stowaways in the form of native species

site not part of its past, present or future natural range.

from the area of origin being introduced to

 Invasive (alien) species: A nonnative species that has

nonnative locations. Some of these affect the
native biological diversity and ecosystem
negatively

and

have

undesirable

socioeconomic effects; these are invasive alien
species (after this invasive species). Here we
give a short summary of the current situation

negative ecological or socioeconomic effects in its
nonnative range.
 Pest species: A native or nonnative species that has
negative ecological or socioeconomic effects in its
range.
 Introduction phase: The transport and arrival of a
species to a nonnative site.
 Establishment phase: The reproduction, survival and

concerning invasive species and the invasion

maintenance of a viable population size in a species

process, before narrowing our scope to

nonnative range.

invasive snails, our subject species Cantareus
aspersus (brown garden snail), and eventually
the purpose of this thesis.
Invasive

species

 Spread phase: The expansion of the distribution of a
species in its nonnative range.
 Impact: The ecological or socioeconomic damage
exerted by a species in its range.

decreases

global

biodiversity (Blackburn et al. 2004), alters
ecosystems world wide (Gurevitch and Padilla
2004; Ruiz and Carlton 2003), affects the
abundance of species, e.g. insects (Snyder and
Evans 2006), vertebrates (White et al. 2008),

 Social damage: Negative effects on human recreation
or health, reducing well-being.
 Pest risk analysis: The whole process of evaluating the
invasive potential of a taxon.
 Pest Risk Assessment (PRA): The application of a
scheme that systematically investigates specific
aspects of a potential invasive taxon.

and plants (Sharma et al. 2005), and can have
great economic costs (Pimentel et al. 2001; Pimentel et al. 2005). However, separating the indirect
consequences of habitat destruction and alteration from the effects directly linked to invasive
species is a challenge (Gurevitch and Padilla 2004; With 2004).
The negative effects of invasive species are still growing (Lodge et al. 2006; Sharma et al.
2005); thus invasion biology is a rapidly expanding field of research (Liebhold and Tobin 2008;
Richardson and Pysek 2008) and developing strategies and management plans for biological
invasions is an existing management task (DEFRA 2008; Lodge et al. 2006; Skov- og
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Naturstyrelsen 2008). Despite this increased effort, the scientific community is still not able to find
major and consistent predictors of invasion success (Hayes and Barry 2008).
The invasion process − preventing impact of invasive species
The biological invasion process is often divided into four phases: Introduction, establishment,
spread and impact (e.g. Lockwood et al. 2007). The introduction phase is characterized by
environmental and demographic stochastic events (e.g. propagule size and transport duration) and
many invasive species’ impact could be prevented by detection during transport or arrival, yet it is
generally the least studied of the four phases (Jerde and Lewis 2007).
In general the most cost effective method to avoid the negative effects of biological invasions is
to intervene early in the process, preferably during introduction and early establishment (Baxter et
al. 2008; Lodge et al. 2006; Mack et al. 2000; Skov- og Naturstyrelsen 2008). The fact that founder
populations often are small (Drake 2004), and exposed to Allee effects makes these phases ideal for
control (Liebhold and Tobin 2008). This makes regular surveys (e.g. inspection of introduction
hubs) for detecting newly arrived species an important part of a management programme (Everett
2000; Liebhold and Tobin 2008).
Spread has been a difficult phase to model and predict, being a more complex process than early
models suggested. Models need to take into consideration issues of difficultly measured factors
such as long range dispersal, spatial heterogeneity, temporal variability and the presence of other
species, all shown to affect species spread rates (Hastings et al. 2005; Liebhold and Tobin 2008;
Neubert and Parker 2004; With 2004). Spread is best studied and monitored by repeated manual
field mapping of species distributions or times series of aerial photos, but records are often on the
form of less informative point locations (Hastings et al. 2005). Limiting the spread of established
nonnative species will often be the most realistic management objective (Liebhold and Tobin 2008).
As the number of species arriving in each country is often considerable, and only a limited
number of these become invasive (Lockwood et al. 2007), preventing the establishment of all
arriving nonnative species is practically impossible, and somewhat unnecessary. Therefore a
prioritisation between species and introduction pathways is needed, to decide which organisms to
focus the effort towards (Andersen et al. 2004b; Cook et al. 2007; Lodge et al. 2006; Skov- og
Naturstyrelsen 2008). A knowledge based prioritisation is best made on the basis of a technical
evaluation of the potential for each species to become invasive, herein considering their potential
impact (a pest risk analysis, Cook et al. 2007; Hayes and Barry 2008; Lodge et al. 2006; Neubert
and Parker 2004).
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Evaluating the invasive potential – pest risk analysis
An evaluation of the invasive potential will have to take into account information on the species
biology, and the invasive status in this, neighbouring, and foreign countries, including interactions
with other species (Bartell and Nair 2004). The analysis can be divided into sections covering each
invasion phase, i.e. the potential of introduction, establishment, and spread, and the potential
environmental and socioeconomic impact of the species (EPPO 1998).
Depending on the amount of information available for the individual species additional
information might need to be collected through observational, experimental or investigative
methods. For example, genetic analyses can be a powerful tool in determining the origin region of
the species (Darling and Blum 2007; Facon et al. 2008; Ficetola et al. 2000; Muirhead et al. 2008)
and hence help to focus the effort on a specific introduction pathway. Lack of species specific high
quality data to base the pest risk analysis on is a widespread problem (Everett 2000). A pest risk
assessment scheme (PRA) can be useful for such an evaluation, systematically highlighting the
aspects of relevance for an analysis of a species invasive potential. Currently, several different
schemes are available, with varying approach and focus.
Snails as invasive species
Terrestrial and aquatic snails are no exception when it comes to being invasive and experiencing the
impact of invasive species (Cowie and Robinson 2003). The introduction pathways are many but
most often unintentional by horticultural and agricultural products, and attached to shipping
containers, though patterns may vary depending on the country (Cowie and Robinson 2003;
Robinson 1999).
Several island snail species extinctions have been attributed to the predatory land snail
Euglandina rosea (Civeyrel and Simberloff 1996), serving as the best documented example of
environmental impact by an invasive snail (Cowie and Robinson 2003). This species was
introduced to control the giant African snail (Achatina fulica), a widespread pest in private gardens,
a vector for a human pathogen, and a potential threat to the environment (Cowie and Robinson
2003; Thiengo et al. 2007). Other species as Xeropicta derbentina and the golden apple snail
(Pomacea canaliculata) also alter ecosystems (Aubry et al. 2006; Carlsson et al. 2004).
Research has mainly focused on agricultural pests and several invasive snails are documented to
have substantial socioeconomic impact (Cowie and Robinson 2003), such as the golden apple snail,
a major pest in Asian rice fields (Wada et al. 2004), and the common white snail (Cernuella
virgata), which causes widespread damage in the Australian agricultural sector (Carne-Cavagnaro
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et al. 2006). Despite of these, and other, examples, no pest risk analysis aimed at snails have yet
been undertaken by the largest European Pest Risk Assesment-scheme, the EPPO-scheme (F Petter,
pers. comm.).
The Spanish slug (Arion lusitanicus) invasion, and a possible successor?
Although the above examples are from abroad, Denmark is no foreigner to invasive snails: Since
1991 the Spanish slug (Arion lusitanicus) has spread through and invaded most parts of Denmark
(Pagh et al. 2006), after a human aided spread through other parts of Europe (von Proschwitz and
Winge 1994). In 1998 the slug had spread to most parts of the country and in 2003 the distribution
and impact had increased further (Pagh et al. 2006). During 2007 it was one of the most debated
themes of Danish nature and environment in national media. The species serves as an invasion
example which rapidity took most professionals by surprise, despite being reported in several
neighbouring countries before 1991 (von Proschwitz and Winge 1994).
In 2006 a national public survey of a limited number of large snail species was coordinated by
ConDidact; Den store Sneglejagt (Jensen 2007). The survey included the nonnative Cantareus
aspersus (brown garden snail) as well as the Spanish slug. While the survey confirmed the
widespread distribution of A. lusitancus it also brought several new records of C. aspersus with it.
C. aspersus is a known invasive species from several continents outside Europe and can have
severe economic consequences in agriculture (Sakovich 2002; Sanderson and Sirgel 2002). Though
the species was already introduced to Denmark in 1890 (Mandahl-Barth 1949) and for a long time
have not seemed to spread (Vedelsby and Schiøtte 1990), long lag phases ranging from few to
several hundred years before populations suddenly increase in abundance is a known phenomenon
within invasion biology (Whitney and Gabler 2008). Thus it could be a potential invasive species
based on its recent expansion and the known impact from abroad, and the evaluation of its invasive
potential is relevant. The evaluation could at its best prevent another A. lusitanicus like invasion in
Denmark.
Currently the development of an official black and observation list of nonnative species has
started in Denmark; an administrative prioritization of invasive and potentially invasive species
respectively, also relevant for the communication of species invasions (Skov- og Naturstyrelsen
2008). Therefore studies like this are of high relevance in the process of reaching a consensus on
aspects to include and weigh when evaluating an invasive potential.
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Purpose of the thesis
In this thesis we evaluate the invasive potential of C. aspersus in Denmark by application of two
Pest Risk Assessment schemes. The evaluation is based on multilevel study data, spanning from
experiments to land use analysis and global invasive status.
We present the first thorough international review of the species nonnative status by collating
scattered published and unpublished information. The present Danish distribution, history and
invasive status are examined by combined fieldwork, literature and investigative methods.
Furthermore the effect of habitat type on population size and distribution is analysed, and through
experiments we assess its potential for active dispersal. These findings are compared to the
available literature, and from the literature we also identify invasive traits of the species. For each
part of the study we describe and discuss appropriate methods. We include perspectives for Danish
management.
Cantareus aspersus; general biology
The brown garden snail, C. aspersus (syn: Cornu
aspersum,

Helix

aspersa,

Cryptomphalus

aspersus) (Helicidae), is a terrestrial snail with a
brown spherical shell 2½-4 cm in diameter with
several dark spiral bonds (Fig 1), although the
pattern and colour of the shell can vary (Pfleger
and Chatfield 1988). It is mainly an outcrossing
species (Barker 2001) and usually requires two
seasons to reach reproductive maturity (Sanderson
and Sirgel 2002), after which a lip is formed at the

Figure 1 Brown garden snail (Cantareus aspersus)
to the right and brown-lipped snail (Cepaea
nemoralis) to the left.

shell opening, preventing further increase in shell size (Barker and Watts 2002). It lays 20-120 eggs
(Davis et al. 2006) and can reproduce several times during one season (Barker 2001). Natural
habitats span from forest to rocks and seaside dunes (Pfleger and Chatfield 1988). It is mainly
active when moist or overcast (Barker et al. 1990), or during the night (Attia 2004). At winter it
hibernates, or aestivates if the climate is warm (Iglesias et al. 1996) .
Native to the Mediterranean and parts of Western Europe, it has spread to many other countries,
and is widely regarded as a pest in both gardens and orchards (mainly by grazing damage),
especially in citrus and grape (Barker and Watts 2002; Pfleger and Chatfield 1988). It is edible and
has been used for heliciculture as far back as ancient Rome (Pfleger and Chatfield 1988). Today, it
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makes up 40% of the world market for heliciculture (Lazaridou-Dimitriadou et al. 1998) and 40,000
tons is consumed yearly in France alone (Jess and Marks 1998).
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Materials and methods
International invasive overview and invasive traits
To get an overview of the international invasion history and status and to compile invasive traits of
the species (for use in the pest risk analysis) a literature review was performed. Literature was
compiled by a systematic search on the Web of Science (Thomson ISI) as well as a supplementary
exploratory search on Google Scholar and Google. The combination “Helix aspersa OR Cantareus
aspersus OR Brown Garden Snail” (not being familiar with the synonym Cornu aspersum at the
time) was searched for as well as “(invas* OR alien OR pest) AND (snail OR mollusc*)” in the title
or subject field. The results were sorted by relevance and the 500 highest ranked scanned for
relevancy and used for the literature review. The literature search was supplemented by searching
the Global Biodiversity Information Facility database (GBIF, www.gbif.org) and the Check List of
European COntinental Mollusca (Falkner et al. 2001) for all records of C. aspersus. A request for
information concerning records or status of the species was submitted to the mailing lists Aliens-L
(IUCN, www.iucn.org), IABIN-friends (Inter-American Biodiversity Information Network,
www.iabin.net) and the national contacts of the DAISIE-networks (Delivering Alien Invasive
Species Inventories for Europe, www.daisie.ceh.ac.uk). We used all sources available, including
web-pages when judged to provide reliable information.
Information on invasion country and region, introduction pathway, population origin, time of
introduction, introduced habitat, ecological or socioeconomic effects and relevant biological traits
was gathered when available.
Current nonnative climate and future scenarios
An updated version of the Köppen-Geiger climate classification (Kottek et al. 2006) was used to
classify the climate in the administrative regions, with records of C. aspersus outside its native
range. This was done by a raster analysis in ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI) using a grid cell size of 0.5 x 0.5°.
The analysis was done separately for the status categories invasive, established and introduced.
Projected climate scenarios for Denmark in the year 2100 (F. Skov unpubl.) were used in a
qualitative assessment of the future suitability of the climate for C. aspersus in Denmark.
Danish populations and invasion history
Information on Danish populations of C. aspersus was collated from the webpage www.obsnatur.dk
(who administered the national public survey in 2006). Supplementary information was gathered
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from, the Museum of Natural History (University of Aarhus), www.fugleognatur.dk, from contact
with locals at the known population sites, people in our personal network, and the available
literature. Observers were contacted by email or telephone. For all populations we tried to get
information on its origin, propagule size and number (in case of multiple introductions), and
introduction year and method from the local residents and any available literature. Any positive or
negative effects concerning its presence were also sought for. When local residents were
interviewed first-hand experiences with the species were given the highest creditability. Sites with
observations of the species in different years were recorded as established (if not extinct), and sites
with only one observation as introduced. For populations where propagule size (N0), current
population size (Nt) and time since introduction (t) was known, the finite rate of increase (R) was
estimated from the formula Nt = N 0 ⋅ R t . See Figure 2 and Table 1 for registered and visited
locations.
A large subset (41) of Danish plant nurseries accessible through www.dk-planteskoler.dk were
contacted

by

telephone

in

November

and

December 2007, to ascertain whether the species
was widespread. They were asked for the identity
and impact of any pest snails.
Field survey of C. aspersus population metrics
Five sites with recordings of C. aspersus, all on
Sjælland, were surveyed in August and September
2007 and in 2008 seven sites were surveyed in
late April through May. See Figure 2 and Table 1
for geographical location and survey period of
each site. Sites were chosen on basis of
knowledge on exact location, representation of
habitat heterogeneity and accessibility.
The local distribution of the snail was mapped
by searching lots (in build-up areas) or parts of
contiguous habitats (natural areas) thoroughly for

Figure 2 Danish populations of Cantareus aspersus
indicating whether they were surveyed and their
invasion status.

snails. The mapping procedure always took its starting point from the reporting site spreading out
from this centre in all directions until the species could no longer be found. In cases where a local
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distribution covered more than a handful lots it was not possible to search every lot. For an
overview of all mappings see Appendix II.
Two methods were used for estimating population density both using random selection of lots
or natural areas. The first method was based on counting all snails within a circle two meter in
radius (circle method). The circle was placed randomly in a representative area in the garden part of
a lot or randomly when counting in a natural area. Due to problems of representing the spatial
heterogeneity of build-up areas by the first method a second one was developed and used in buildup areas during the survey period in 2008 (lot method). Still using random selection of lots, these
areas (and not a randomly placed circle) were now searched fully for snails and all these included in
the density estimate (now using the area of the lot as sampling unit). In two cases where the
distribution was limited to less than ten lots the entire distribution was searched fully for C.

aspersus and the density based on the number found in each area.
The proportion of Approximated Occupied Habitat (habitable area within the estimated range,
see Distribution data analysis below) that was examined in the density sampling ranged from

0.7 ⋅ 10 −3 – 9 ⋅ 10 3 (circle method) and 0.18 – 0.97 (lot method).
At one site (Nordhavnstippen) the habitat (landfill and “ruderat” vegetation) was very different
from the other visited sites and the extent of the population much larger. Hence a slightly modified
sampling method was used in 2007, though still using the same circle size as sampling unit.
Sampling units were placed randomly in each vegetation type of the landfill in numbers
corresponding to the relative area size of the vegetation type. The position of the samples was
located with GPS.
Distribution data analysis
For analysis of the distribution area each visited lot, with an indication of the presence or absence of

C. aspersus, was mapped in ArcGis 9.2 (ESRI) using the Spatial Editor on the basis of the aerial
photo Scankort 2005 (© COWI). Two range concepts were used in the analysis of the spatial
distribution: Minimum Range Covered (MRC), estimating the land area that each population was
likely to have spread through, and Approximated Occupied Habitat (AOH) giving an estimate of
what area was occupied by the snail at the time of the survey.
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The following set of rules was used in defining the extent of MRC:
1. Polygon needs to include all positive searched areas.
2. Polygon with smallest perimeter drawn.
a. Polygon excludes roads when the species has not been found on each side of
it.
b. Polygon excludes aquatic habitats.
3. Polygon excludes all negative searched areas unless it is the only possible way to
reach a positive searched area.
One rule was modified and another created to define the extent of AOH:
3. Polygon excludes all negative areas.
4. Subtract road and larger paved areas (e.g. in industrial areas, min. size ca. 50·50 m)
from MRC.
To evaluate whether any land use types acted as boundaries for C. aspersus’ spread and current
distribution, the relative area of each land use type within the two range concepts was compared
with the relative area of land use types in a 50 m buffer surrounding them. Land use type was
identified by use of the Area Information System (AIS, http://ais.dmu.dk), compiled by the National
Environmental Research Institute (NERI, University of Aarhus). To evaluate whether this land use
type analysis was sensitive to the accuracy of our mapping method, a 50 m zone was placed
between the range concept distributions (AOH and MRC) and the above mentioned 50 m buffer,
creating a 50-100 m buffer (assuming that the snail had spread 50 m longer in all directions than
observed), and the above statistics were then recalculated, without updating the range concept. Each
land use type (excluding lake, sea and unclassified areas) was grouped as either urban or
natural/open land (natural/open land excludes open build-up area and buildings in open land, Tab
III a). The proportion of natural area was statistically tested with a Wilcoxon-test (data greatly
skewed), using area type (distribution or buffer) as explanatory variable. The analysis was repeated
for the summed proportion of the land use types open build-up area and buildings in open land,
using a One-way ANOVA (data Arcsine transformed, followed by Box-Cox transformation).
Active dispersal
All experiments in this section was conducted at Nordhavnstippen. This site was chosen on basis of
the large population size, the high proportion of undeveloped land, and the site being located in
Copenhagen.
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Distance
An experiment was set up in order to measure distances covered by snails through self-locomotion
in different vegetation types under different snail densities. It included eight stations, named A-H.
Vegetation type at a station was classified as no, open, medium or dense vegetation based on its
thickness at ground level. 30, 15 and 5 snails were released on grass (open vegetation) at station F,
G and H respectively, and on gravel (no vegetation) at station C, D and E. This was done in areas
with no other snails nearby. At station A and B (dense and medium vegetation respectively), no
snails were released, but 50 snails in close proximity of the station were marked.
At each station two sticks were placed in the ground, one 4 m north of the other, the northern
most stick called N and the southernmost called S. A snail’s distance to N and S was measured, also
taking note whether the snail was positioned west or east of an imaginary straight line running
through N and S. From this, a snail’s position (coordinates) was calculated, with the S-stick as
origo, and the y-axis increasing northwards.
Although the measured distance between N and S was 4 m, on several occasions a snail’s
distance to N and S was in total less than 4 m. The distance between N and S in a given plot was
therefore calculated as being the lowest sum of one snail’s distance to N and S minus 1 cm (an
arbitrary value), or 4 m, whichever was lowest. In cases where a snails position was neither west
nor east of the middle, its position was said to be (0,S), only relying on the distance to S to calculate
its position. It was noted whether it was south or north of the S-stick (whether it should have a
negative or positive y-value respectively). Snails were
marked

with

a

permanent

marker

for

N

individual

identification.

4m

Distance calculations were done by forming a triangle
between the three points N, S and X, where X is the
location of the snail. Having measured NX, SX and
(estimated) NS, coordinates were calculated by the
formulas below, with α as the angle of the triangle at S.

α

S
Figure 3 N and S is the position of the
northernmost and southernmost stick
respectively. X is the position of the snail.
α is the angle used in the calculations.

Figure 3 provides a sketch of the setup.
⎛ NS 2 + SX 2 − NX
α = cos ⎜
⎜
2 ⋅ NS ⋅ SX
⎝
−1
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X

2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛ x ⎞ ⎛ cos(90° − α ) ⋅ SX
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜
⎝ y ⎠ ⎝ sin (90° − α ) ⋅ SX

⎞
⎟ for α ≤ 90° ,
⎟
⎠

⎛ x ⎞ ⎛ cos(α − 90°) ⋅ SX
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜
⎝ y ⎠ ⎝ sin (α − 90°) ⋅ SX

⎞
⎟ for α > 90°
⎟
⎠

The x-coordinate was written as negative if the snail had been recorded as being east of the middle
line, and the y-coordinate as negative if α > 90°.
Significant differences in distance from point of release between stations were tested for with a
t-test or, when not fulfilling assumptions of normality or variance homogeneity, a Mann-Whitney
U-test. Stations with either different vegetation types or different snail densities were tested against
each other for significant differences in distance covered. Station A and B was started the 4th of
September 2007, and last live snail found the 26th. Station C, D, E, F and G were all started the 6th
of September, same day the snails were collected, and ended the 28th of September.

Direction
To test whether the active dispersal pattern was random, or related to anemotaxi (orientation in
response to wind), direction of covered distances was compared with the mean wind angle. Daily
wind direction was obtained from the DMI weather station at Kastrup, near København (Tab IV g).
Mean wind direction between days of observation was calculated as the angle of the following
vector:

n

X =

∑ cos ai
i =1

n

n

, Y=

∑ sin a
i =1

i

n

where ai is the wind direction at day i, and n the number of days between snail observations. Mean
direction of movement with or against the wind at stations AB, CDE and FGH (representing
different vegetation types) was tested with a V-test.

Habitat
An experiment was set up to see whether vegetation type played a role in C. aspersus’s choice of
habitat. Four stations (P-S) were set up where a clear boundary between two vegetation types was
identified, P and Q with a medium-dense vegetation boundary (Fig 4), and R and S with a no
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vegetation

(gravel)-dense

vegetation

boundary (Fig 5). At each station, 30
individually marked snails were released
along the vegetation boundary. All snails
were collected at Nordhavnstippen the 19th
of May 2008, the same day that the
experiment was set up. Two and six days
after release, the stations were checked. A
snail minimum 20 cm’s inside either
vegetation type was recorded as being in
this vegetation (others recorded as being

Figure 4 The boundary at station Q, with dense vegetation on
the left (west) and medium vegetation on the right (east).

undecided).
Station P had dense vegetation on the
north side, and medium vegetation on the
south side, while these were to the west
and east respectively at station Q. At
station R, medium vegetation could be
found west, and gravel east, which were
found north and south at station S
respectively.

The

different

boundary

orientations were chosen to negate any
potential influence of anemotaxis. A χ2-

Figure 5 The boundary at station S, with gravel on the left
(south) and medium vegetation on the right (north).

test was done to test for significant
preference in habitat choice, excluding the undecided. Other combinations of vegetation types were
not tested, as no clear boundaries could be found.
Statistical analysis
Statistical tests on range sizes, density and land use pattern of populations was done in the software

R 2.5.1, other tests were done in Microsoft Excel 2003 ©. Assumptions of normality were assessed
using Q-Q-plots, and variance homogeneity with residual plots and Fmax-tests. When these
assumptions were not met or data could not be transformed to meet them, the non-parametric
alternative was used. A significance level at α=0.05 was used.
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Pest risk analysis
Two PRA-schemes were used for evaluating C. aspersus’ future potential to become an invasive

species in Denmark. One scheme was developed by the European Plant Protection Organisation
(EPPO-scheme, (EPPO 2007)), with focus mainly on socioeconomic effects. The scheme starts as
an introductory key, describing the species as a nonnative species which leads up to a conclusion on
whether the species is suitable for a PRA. In the subsequent sections the probability of numerous
questions concerning each invasion stage (introduction, establishment, spread and impact) is scored
on an ordinal scale. The answers to these questions should then help reach a conclusion on whether
or not the species presents an “acceptable” risk to the PRA area (in this case Denmark). That is, the
scheme leaves the conclusion to be drawn by the investigator (compare with the scheme below).
Scoring of semi-quantitative estimates of e.g. nonnative distribution size followed the guidelines set
out by MacLeod and Baker (2003).
The second scheme (Invasice Species Environmental Impact Assesment scheme , ISEIAscheme) was developed by the Belgian Forum on Invasive Species under the Belgian Biodiversity
Platform (ISEIA 2007), which focuses on the species’ effects on native biodiversity and
environment. This scheme provides a conclusive output form, placing the species in one of three
predefined categories (A-C ~ high, moderate, low) of environmental impact based on the ordinal
scoring of four aspects of the species’ invasion ecology (dispersion potential, colonisation of
habitats, impact on native species, and alteration of ecosystem functions). The three categories are
subdivided in four sections corresponding to the current distribution (0-3 ~ absent, isolated
populations, restricted range, widespread) of the species in the PRA area.
The guidelines for answering the two schemes were followed accurately. Questions were
answered and scored on the basis of the data collected by applying the methods described in this
thesis, from the available literature or when none of these provided sufficient information for a
question to be answered, by our expert judgement. In the EPPO-scheme the level of uncertainty for
each answer was scored from 1-3 (3 being the highest). In the ISEIA-scheme scores also indicated
the degree of uncertainty (by changing the scoring scale 1-3 to 1-2 when uncertainty was medium to
high).
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Results
International invasive overview
C. aspersus is currently established in at least two countries on all continents except Antarctica (Fig

6). In total 53 countries with records of C. aspersus was found, see Appendix I. In these the species
was recorded as native in 16 countries (30 %) and as having an uncertain (native or introduced)
status in 7 (13 %). In 6 of the 32 countries (19 %) in which the species was recorded as introduced,
C. aspersus had status as an invasive species (regions within a country can have different status).
The invasive status is given due to high densities, eating and fouling damage in citrus orchards,
viticulture, horticulture, and private gardens.
In three out of seven regions with an invasive status (New Zealand, South Africa, and USACalifornia), it was introduced first time around the middle of the 19th century (Australia in 1880,
Brazil in 1882). USA-Hawaii is the invasive region with latest introduction time (1952). Only in
New Zealand is the species invasive in natural habitats (conservation land including dunes and
scrubland). In all other regions the species is mainly found in habitats linked to human activity
(urban, agriculture, horticulture, and wasteland areas).
Concerning the pathway of introduction there was doubt about the intentionality of the
introduction (New Zealand and USA-Hawaii), a mixture of both intentional and unintentional
pathways (USA-Florida, Austria - on cars), or intentional introductions were the main pathway
(Brazil, USA-California, Colombia, Denmark, Ecuador and United Kingdom). In nine of these
cases food production was mentioned as a possible or documented purpose of introduction (not in
Austria). Unintentional introductions by horticulture are mentioned as a pathway in general (Cowie
and Robinson 2003).
Of these eight countries only for Austria, Brazil and Ecuador was there no information on the
geographical origin of the population. Colombia has the only population originating outside the
Mediterranean area (Brazil) when excluding populations originating elsewhere in the same country.
France is mentioned as source in five cases, while the old roman countries and Europe is mentioned
once each. The only evidence of interspecific competition with native species was anecdotal from
Austria (where C. aspersus is reported to replace H. pomatia locally, R. Nordsieck pers. comm.)
and concerns of this scenario in New Zealand (Barker and Watts 2002).
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Figure 6 Map showing the invasion status of C. aspersus in regions and countries where records were found during a systematic literature search. First order administrative
areas are the scale of resolution. “Status” gives the last reported invasion stage for each region; “Uncertainty” indicates whether the information used was on the level of
region (Verified) or country (Unverified). In some instances the status of a country has been concluded on the basis of a description covering several countries, however, this
has only been done when records of the species from the country already existed.
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Current nonnative climate
Figure 7 shows the proportion of the area in the invasive, established, and introduced range with

individual Köppen-Geiger climate types. When the high proportion of Warm Desert is excluded
(mainly driven by the large Australian territories) the most common climate types in the invasive
range are Cool to Warm Semi Arid and Warm to Temperate Oceanic. In the established range, Cool
Continental is the most common climate, but this is only due to the large area of British Columbia
(where it is only established around Vancouver Island in the south). Other prominent climate types
in this category are Temperate Oceanic, Cool Semi Arid and Temperate Mediterranean. Next to
Cool Continental climate the introduced range is dominated by Warm Oceanic, Temperate
Continental and Cool Semi
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Figure 7 Köppen-Geiger climate types; proportion of area for each invasion
status category outside native range of Cantareus aspersus.

more often to be invasive in warmer climates.
Invasive traits
Allee effects slow spread and decrease the probability of establishment for invasive species (Taylor

and Hastings 2005), but being outcrossing and storing sperm from several copulations helps C.
aspersus increase its effective population size (Arnaud and Laval 2004). Great phenotypic plasticity
and genetic diversity has been documented in the species, which allows it to colonize a range of
different habitats (Arnaud and Laval 2004; Guiller et al. 2001; Madec et al. 2000), and its activity
pattern shows adaptation to local conditions (Iglesias et al 1996). It is a food generalist, which also
helps it occupy different types of habitats (Iglesias and Castillejo 1999, Chebalier et al 2001). As
the species is edible and has ornamental value it is likely to be transported intentionally by humans.
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Danish population and invasion history
In total, at some point in time C. aspersus have been registered on 21 locations in Denmark of

which 12 were visited by us (Fig 2, Tab 1). At 16 of these sites, its presence had been observed
within the last two years (2006), and confirmed as established on 11 sites. At three of the 21
locations (Gundslevmagle, Ølsted and Glorup), the snail was not found under the field survey and
has likely gone extinct. At Herlev and Karrebæk (in private gardens), and Sørup (in horticulture)
was it considered a pest by the inhabitants and at three other places did it cause damage to
ornamental plants (Hellereup, Næstved and Varde). Four of the ten times the year of introduction
was known or estimated, it was after 2002, not having been seen prior to that year an additional six
places, indicating that many populations are young. The oldest extant population is from 1890.
In all but two of the 12 cases where method of introduction was known, it was introduced
intentionally, being introduced unintentionally with Hosta plants in Varde and on Samsø with citrus
plants (F Jensen unpublished). Of the six cases where the purpose of the intentional release was
known, it was an even split between being for ornamental reasons, for food or being mistaken for H.
pomatia (also for ornamental reasons). Two of the populations were known to originate from
France, while eight locations had a Danish founder population (Herlev having both a French and
Danish founder population). At Herlev, Karrebæk, Næstved and Sørup the yearly finite rate of
increase was 1.45, 1.77, 1.36 and 1.22 respectively, assuming exponential growth. At two sites,
populations were known to have established with a founder population around 5 individuals
(Næstved and Sørup).
The greatest observed impact of the species was grazing damage in private gardens. Damage to
certain plant species (especially Hosta plants) was occasionally high (above ground plant tissue
completely eaten). None of the 41 interviewed plant nurseries had any problems or registered the
species. So though being able to cause damage under some conditions its distribution and
introduction sites are limited.
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Location

E
09°52

Source
fugleognatur.dk

Introduction

Als

N
54°54

Brandsø
Christianshavns vold
Glorup Gods
Gundslevmagle
Hellerup

55°21
55°40
55°12
54°51
55°44

09°42
12°35
10°42
11°54
12°33

Inger Jensen (pers. comm.)
Steenberg 1911
Jan Ravnkilde (pers. comm.)
Jesper Bønløkke (pers. comm.)
obsnatur.dk

2007
1890

Herlev
Hyllede
Jyllinge

55°45
55°13
55°39

12°23
12°03
12°09

Helle Kristensen (pers. comm.)
fugleognatur.dk
Mandahl-Barth 1949

2001

Karrebæk
Kerteminde
Nordhavnstippen

55°11
55°27
55°43

11°39
10°39
12°36

Eva Lund (pers. comm.)
obsnatur.dk
obsnatur.dk

1996

Næstved

55°13

11°45

2002

Samsø
Skodsborg
Stege
Sydhavnstippen

55°48
55°47
54°59
55°38

10°36
12°35
12°17
12°32

obsnatur.dk
Mandahl-Barth 1949,
fugleognatur.dk,
Frank Jensen (pers. comm.)
Helle Kristensen (pers. comm.)
Mandahl-Barth 1949
John Frisenvænge (pers. comm.)

Sørup
Thurøby
Varde

56°53
55°02
55°34

09°46
10°39
08°35

obsnatur.dk
obsnatur.dk
obsnatur.dk

1986

1997*

First
2006

1986
2007
1997

2005
1949

1976**

2006
2006

1949

Origin

Propagule
size⋅number

Introduction
method

Hellerup

1⋅1

Intentional (H.
pomatia)
Intentional

France, Skodsborg

15⋅2

Intentional
(food)

2008
1986
2007
2007
2008
2007

Christianshavns Vold
2007
2006
2008

France

20⋅1

Intentional
Intentional
(ornamental)

2007

Karrebæk

5⋅1

Intentional
(ornamental)

1949
2007

2008 Christianshavns Vold
2001
1949 Christianshavns Vold
2007

2006
1991

2008
2008
2007

Glorup Gods

Intentional
Intentional

5⋅1

Intentional (H.
pomatia)

Visited
No
No
2008
2008†
2008†
2007
2008
2007
No
2007
No
2007
2007
No
No
No
No
2008
2008
No

Plant
Intentional
Ølsted
55°55 12°04
Helle Kristensen (pers. comm.)
2005
2007
Herlev
200⋅3
(food)
2008†
Table 1 Overview of all locations which at some time have been populated by C. aspersus. The source of information (with interviews of locals being an important information
source on all visited locations), year of introduction or first observation and last recorded observation of the species (including our own observations), origin of the founder
population, size and number of propagules, method of introduction (and if known intention) are listed (for ornamental reasons, for food, mistaken it for H. pomatia, or unintentionally
with plants). What year the location was visited by us is noted at the end of the table. *This is a rough estimate of the year of introduction based on first sightings from the locals.
**This is the year that the landfill was made, and hence the oldest the population could have been. †These populations were not found when the locations were inspected and were as
such declared extinct.
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1991*

Last
2006

Distribution area
The Minimum Range Covered (MRC) ranged from 792 m2 (Næstved) to 140 ha (Nordhavnstippen),

and in total 178 ha was covered by this range concept (of which Nordhavnstippen constituted 78
%), see Table 2. Approximated Occupied Habitat (AOH) ranged from 650 m2 (Næstved) to 90 ha
(Nordhavnstippen), Nordhavnstippen constituting 78 % of the sum (116 ha). All sites had the same
size rank in both concepts. On average AOH were 84 % the size of MRC, the two largest
distributions Nordhavnstippen and Christianshavns Vold had the lowest percentage, 65 and 52 %
respectively, the mean for the rest being 94 %. So the two populations covering the largest area also
had the patchiest distributions.
A
Minimum Range Covered (MRC) and introduction time

Spearman

Rank

Correlation was significant

Minimum Range Covered (m^2)

1.E+07

between both MRC and

Nordhavnstippen
1.E+06

Christianshavns Vold

1.E+05

AOH,

Hellerup Karrebæk

time

since

introduction (rs=0.643, n=8,

Hyllede

1.E+04

and

Herlev

P=0.05 for MRC (Fig 8) and

Sørup
1.E+03
Næstved
1.E+02

AOH). This indicates that at

1.E+01

least the young populations

1.E+00
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Time since introduction, best estimate (years)

Figure 8 Relationship between MRC-area and time since introduction in
surveyed and established populations where an estimate on time since
introduction was possible. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient rs=0.0643,
n=8, P=0.05. The y-axis is on log scale.

are still expanding. For a full
overview

of

each

range

concept

mapping

see

Appendix II.

Population metrics
The mean density of C. aspersus at the nine surveyed population sites was 0.299 m-2 (Tab 2), the

highest found at Nordhavnstippen (1.8 m-2) being seven times larger than the second highest (0.260
m-2, Karrebæk). The lowest density was found at Næstved (0.05 m-2). No significant correlation
between density and the proportion of natural area in MRC or time since introduction could be
found (Tab 3, P>0.05)
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The mean population
size was 188·103 snails

Population size (number of snails)

Population size and introduction time
1.E+07

(Tab 2), Nordhavnstippen

Nordhavnstippen
1.E+06

again being the largest

1.E+05

Christianshavns Vold

(1648·103 snails, 97.5 % of

Karrebæk
1.E+04

all

Hellerup
Hyllede

1.E+03

Herlev

was Christianshavns Vold

Næstved

1.E+01

The

second largest population

Sørup

1.E+02

individuals).

(24·103 snails) and the

1.E+00
0

20
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60

80

100

140

120

Time since introduction, best estimate (years)

Figure 9 Relationship between population size and time since introduction in
surveyed and established populations where an estimate on time since
introduction was possible. Spearman Rank Correlation rs=0.714, n=8, P<0.05.
The y-axis is on log scale.

smallest

Næstved

snails).

A

correlation

(32

significant
was

found

between population size

and time since introduction (rs=0.714, n=8, P<0.05, Fig 9).
No significant difference was found between the standard deviation of the two density sampling
methods (P>0.05, Tab 3). A larger area was searched when using the lot based sampling method
(Lot = 0.3 Ha, Circle = 0.03 Ha, F7,8=1.23, P<0.05). However, using lots instead of the 12.5 m2
circle often meant a lower sample size and hence a more restricted representation of the population
range (Tab 2).

Population

MRC, ha

AOH, ha

Density, m-2

SD

Area, m2

n

Method

Population Size

24.2

12.5

0.20

0.56

20

251

Circle

24.4·103

Hellerup

3.9

3.6

0.05

0.12

15

188

Circle

1.9·103

Herlev

0.7

0.7

0.06

0.13

6

5496

Lot

0.4·103

Hyllede

1.4

1.3

0.06

0.18

10

126

Circle

0.7·103

Karrebæk

4.4

4.0

0.26

0.54

11

138

Circle

10.5·103

139.5

90.2

1.83

4.30

52

653

Circle

1648.0·103

Christianshavns Vold

Nordhavnstippen
Næstved

0.08

0.07

0.05

0.07

3

631

Lot

32

Sørup

0.5

0.5

0.09

0.12

2

1760

Lot

0.4·103

Thurøby

3.3

3.1

0.10

0.22

6

5700

Lot

3.2·103

178.2

116.1

19.8

12.8

SUM
MEAN

0.30

125

1689.5·103

13.9

188.7·103

Table 2 Summary statistics for the nine surveyed and established populations giving MRC, AOH, C.
aspersus density, standard deviation, sample number and the total area sampled. The method used is given
as: Circle – 12.5 m2 circle used as sampling unit, or, Lot – entire lots used as sampling unit. The population
size is based on AOH and density.
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Test
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon

Response
NatP
NatP
NatP
NatP

Factor
MRC (0 vs 50)
MRC (0 vs 100)
AOH (0 vs 50)
AOH (0 vs 100)

Anova
Anova
Anova
Anova

Open B-Up Prop
Open B-Up Prop
Open B-Up Prop
Open B-Up Prop

MRC
MRC
AOH
AOH

F
4.37
8.01
4.48
7.00

P
0.05<
0.05<
0.05<
0.05<
P
0.05
0.01
0.05
0.02

N
5
6
5
6
Df
17
17
17
17

Dfres
16
16
16
16

Anova
Anova

Density SD
Area sampled

Sampling method
Sampling method

1.23
7.51

0.30
0.03

8
8

7
7

Correlation
Correlation
Correlation
Correlation
Correlation
Correlation

MRC
AOH
MRC
AOH
MRC
AOH

NatP0
NatP0
NatP50
NatP50
NatP100
NatP100

0.05
0.11
0.60
0.63
1.10
1.07

0.83
0.75
0.46
0.45
0.33
0.34

8
8
8
8
8
8

7
7
7
7
7
7

(0 vs 50)
(0 vs 100)
(0 vs 50)
(0 vs 100)

T
3
5
4
10

Significance

Significance
'
**
*
*

*

Correlation Density
MRC (NatP0)
0.21
0.66
8
7
Correlation Density
Time
0.08
0.78
7
6
Table 3 Overview of statistical tests for the distribution and density data. The Table gives the test
type, response variable, explaining variable, F-value, P-Value, the degrees of freedom and an
indication of whether the test was significant or not ('P=0.05, * P<0.05, ** P<0.01).
Abbreviations: NatP – The proportion of natural habitat; 0, 50, 100 – The range concept
distribution, 0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m buffer; Time – Time since introduction.

Land use patterns
The most common land use type within

the MRC was open build-up area (85 %)
followed by deciduous forest (8.6 %,
Tab

4).

At

three

sites

(Hyllede,

Karrebæk and Sørup) natural/open land
use types was overrepresented in the
buffer compared to the MRC distribution
(Fig 10), indicating that the surrounding
agricultural area acted as a barrier for

Land use type
Proportion MRC Proportion AOH
Open build-up area
8.93⋅10-1
8.74⋅10-1
-2
Deciduous forest
7.14⋅10-2
8.57⋅10
-2
Railway
1.05⋅10-2
1.25⋅10
Road 3-6 m
4.62⋅10-3
9.01⋅10-3
-3
Buildings in open land
1.10⋅10-2
7.25⋅10
-3
Road > 6 m
9.56⋅10-4
4.81⋅10
Heath
5.03⋅10-3
3.28⋅10-3
-3
Arable land
2.05⋅10
3.09⋅10-3
-4
Unclassified
8.85⋅10-4
5.53⋅10
Stream > 8-12 m
2.24⋅10-5
1.46⋅10-5
Table 4 Ranked list of land use types represented in the MRC
area, proportion of overall MRC area shown.

dispersal. Under representation in the buffer was the case for Christianshavns Vold. However, there
was no significant difference in the proportion of natural/open land between the MRC range and
two buffers (0-50 m and 50-100 m, Tab 3, Fig 10). Nor was there any significant correlation
between the MRC or AOH size and the proportion of natural/open land within the range concept or
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within the surrounding buffers (0-50, 50-100 m, Tab 3). The land use types open build-up area and
buildings in open land were significantly more abundant in the MRC and AOH area than in either
buffer (MRC: area=89%, 0-50m=60 %, 50-100m=53 %, AOH: 89 %, 60 %, 53 %, P<0.05, Tab 3).
Natural/open land can not be said to be a consistent hindrance for the species dispersal (MRC)
or living (AOH). Yet populations are in some degree linked to high proportions of human activity
(open build-up and buildings in open land), but do not seem to fill this land use type to its limits
everywhere (60 % in 0-50 m buffer).
The overall qualitiative
pattern for each site was an

Difference in relative area
((Na/Distr)-(Na/Buf))

Relative representation of natural areas, MRC

overrepresentation

1

of

low

0.8
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(Fig III a-i). This pattern is
consistent whether the 0-50 or
50-100 m buffer is used. At
Nordhavnstippen,

Figure 10 The proportion of natural/open land use types in the MRC minus
the corresponding proportion in the given buffer (Na0-50 – 0-50 m, Na50100 – 50-100 m) for the nine surveyed and established populations.

population’s

MRC

the
at

one

point spanned a 0.5 km stretch

without any substantial amount of vegetation (Fig II h), giving an idea of the ability to spread
through unsuitable habitat.
Active dispersal
Data used for calculating both distance and direction of travel is listed in Table IV a-d. Station F

was not searched the 18th of September, while station G and H could not be searched the 28th and
the 18th and onwards respectively, as their sticks went missing. This explains the occasional
recapture rates of 0 (Fig IV a-b).

Distance
The greatest distance moved was by D14 on gravel. On day 12 it was found 30.2 m away from its
points of release. Its accumulated distance was 95.6 m at day 13 (the last day it was observed), and
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from day 12 to 13 (in one day) it had moved 55.3 m. Mean distance moved can be seen in Table IV
a (AB) and Table IV b (CDE and FGH).
Day t
df P
1
0.9 36 >0.05
3
0.52 41 >0.05
12
0.88 4
>0.05
13
0.76 12 >0.05
Table 5 t-test for
difference in means, station
D (15 snails, no vegetation)
and E (30 snails, no
vegetation)

Variance homogeneity was found between stations D and E (all
days), F and G (all days), and A and B (only day 8, P>0.05).
Homogeneity in variance was not found between stations CDE and
FGH on any date (treated as two large samples). Other comparisons
between stations were not tested due to the low sample size of station C
and H.
Difference in mean distance moved between stations with 15 and 30
released C. aspersus was tested for by a t-test on gravel (station D vs.
E, Tab 5) and open vegetation (F vs. G, Tab 6), revealing no significant

Day t
df P
1
1.81 32 >0.05
3
1.63 33 >0.05
13
1.19 14 >0.05
Table 6 t-test for
difference in means,
station F (30 snails, open
vegetation) and G (15
snails, open vegetation)

differences. A t-test between distance moved in medium and dense
vegetation (A vs. B) on day 8 revealed no significant difference either
(t=0.18, df=49, P>0.05).
Difference in median distance moved was tested for by a MannWhitney U-test between snails in medium and dense vegetation (A vs.
B, Tab 7) and between snails on gravel or open vegetation (DE vs. FG,

Tab 8). When both samples had n>20 which was
above accessible tabulated values, the critical
values Z and Zc, were also calculated. No
significant difference in median was found
between medium and dense vegetation, while a
significant
was
gravel

8

30

18

276

313

found

between

and

open

and 13, snails on gravel
the

highest

Day

nFGH

nCDE

UFGH

0.37

0.36 >0.05

21 10
9
45
43
>0.05
Table 7 U-test for difference in medians, station A
(dense vegetation) and B (medium vegetation)

difference

vegetation at day 1, 3
having

Day nA nB UA
UB
Z
Zc
P
1 38 34 609 756
0.8 0.79 >0.05

UCDE

Z

Zc

P

Median
CDE

Median
FGH

1

38

35

1198

206

5.26

5.25 <0.001

258 cm

68 cm

3

43

37

1401

271

5.25

5.25 <0.001

288 cm

96 cm

12

6

3

17

11

385 cm

352 cm

>0.05

13
13
13
167
29
<0.001 1300 cm 221 cm
Table 8 U-test for difference in medians, stations CDE (no vegetation) and FGH
(open vegetation)

median, 2.4-5.9 times
than on vegetation (Tab 8). For a figure of dispersal pattern on gravel and open vegetation see
Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. Dates with insufficient sample sizes to conduct the statistical
test in question were omitted from the tables mentioned above. In sum, snails move further when in
an area with no vegetation, while the density of individuals and vegetation does not influence its
moved distance.
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Figure 11 Movement of snails at station CDE (no vegetation). Origo is
the point of release for all snails. A line tracks the movement of an
individual snail, while points mark at what day the snail was found at the
given position. The y-axis increases northwards. All units are in cm.
Please note that figure 11 and 12 differs in scale.
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Figure 12 Movement of snails at station FGH (open vegetation). Origo is
the point of release for all snails. A line tracks the movement of an
individual snail, while points mark at what day the snail was found at the
given position. The y-axis increases northwards. All units are in cm.
Please note that figure 11 and 12 differs in scale.
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Direction
No

significant

relationship

between

Day

movement and wind direction was found

nCDE

uCDE

PCDE

nFGH

uFGH

PFGH

1

39

-4.901

<0.0005

36

-0.826

>0.05

for snails on open vegetation (stations

3
39
-3.681
<0.0005
30
0.215
>0.05
Table 9 V-test for stations CDE (no vegetation) and FGH (open
vegetation)

FGH, P>0.05), while it was highly
significant on all days on gravel (CDE,

P<0.0005, Tab 9), snails moving with a tailwind. It was only possible to
test these stations at day 1 and 3, due to insufficient sample size. On
medium and dense vegetation (AB) a significant relationship between
movement and wind direction was only seen on day 1 (P<0.05, Tab 10),

Day n
u
P
1
39 1.949 <0.05
8
26 0.005 >0.05
21
11 -0.775 >0.05
Table 10 V-test for stations
AB (dense and medium
vegetation)

snails moving against the wind. At day 22, the sample size was too small
to allow a V-test.
In sum, a highly significant relationship between wind direction and movement with the wind
was found for snails on gravel, while at one day on medium and dense vegetation was a significant
movement against the wind found. No significant relationship could be found on any day for snails
in open vegetation.

Habitat
Data used for calculations is listed in Table IV h. Plot P and Q were treated as one plot, as were S
and R. The snails at station SR showed significant preference for medium vegetation over no
vegetation on day 2 (χ 12 =8.74, P<0.01) and day 6 (χ 12 =5.73, P<0.05), no snails found on gravel,
while the snails at station PQ showed no preference for neither medium nor dense vegetation day 2
(χ 12 =1.37, P>0.05) or day 6 (χ 12 =0.35, P>0.05). The recapture rate at station PQ was 77% at day 2
and 25% at day 6. At station RS it was 67% and 43% respectively.
On day 2 at station P and Q, the snails recorded as having chosen dense vegetation was on
average 0.6 m from the starting line, those in medium vegetation having averaged the same
distance. At station R and S, snails were on average found 1.1 m into the medium vegetation (1.2,
0.5 and 1.5 m on day 6 respectively). The results show a preference for C. aspersus to be in places
with vegetation, while the density of the vegetation was not a significant factor in habitat choice.
Pest risk analysis
The full results of the scored questions in the two PRA-schemes can be found in Table V a (EPPO)

and Table V b (ISEIA). As many of the questions relate to a discussion of the results in the previous
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sections the answers will be elaborated and discussed in the discussion chapter. Here we provide the
main results from the two schemes.
In the EPPO-scheme the introductory key leads to the need for C. aspersus to be further
evaluated, as it is a known pest in its current distribution (outside PRA area, i.e. outside Denmark),
is already present in Denmark and have a potential to do some kind of damage in the PRA area. The
further evaluation is divided into four subjects: probability of entry, establishment and spread, and
impact. Though C. aspersus has already entered and established in the PRA area it is still relevant
to go through the subject section to evaluate the probability of such future events. The most
important introduction pathways are estimated to be unintentional introduction with plant material
(for horticulture, agriculture and private gardening) as well as intentional introductions for
heliciculture or ornamental use.
An overview of the probability of entry section (question 1.1-1.14, Tab V a) can be summed up
for C. aspersus as to: Have a high probability to survive during transport, be likely to arrive in a
suitable habitat, and not be likely to multiply during transport. The number of potential pathways is
highly uncertain, as is the frequency of transport along these. The probability of not being detected
during entry into the PRA area depends on the individual pathway and the life stage (intentional:
adults and eggs – very likely, unintentional: adults – likely, eggs – very likely).
The probability of establishment (1.16-1.30, Tab V a) can be summed up for the species to
have: A high number and wide distribution of suitable habitats in the PRA area; established under
somewhat similar climate and abiotic conditions in its current distribution; few specialist predators
in the PRA area; established despite small founder populations; a high adaptation potential, and to
be introduced in at least two countries on all continents (except Antartica).
The probability that the species should spread (1.32-1.35, Table V a) rapidly by natural means
in the PRA area is low. The species can spread rapidly by human assistance, but this requires a
higher number of populations.
The economic and environmental impact (2.1-2.15, Tab V a) of C. aspersus in the PRA area are
generally not likely to be of very high importance; however, a small drop in export markets for
nurseries cannot be excluded under its presence. Some social damage to private garden owners is
moderately likely to be caused by the species. The economic and social damage is high in countries
where the species is a pest. The species is not likely to cause an increased impact of other invasive
species.
The ISEIA-scheme places C. aspersus in category C2 (nonnative species with a low
environmental impact and isolated populations) with an ISEIA-score of 6 out of 12 (Tab V b). This
is the category where also the chestnut leaf-miner (Cameraria ohridella) is in Belgium (ISEIA
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2007). The species was scored in the four questions as follows: Dispersal potential is medium as the
species mainly spreads by human aid and locally can build up high densities. The species can
colonize high conservation value habitats in New Zealand but is most often found in low and
medium value habitats in other countries including the PRA area (medium score). No systematic
observations on the species competition with natives or disease transmission in the PRA area exist,
and we find negative effects on native species to be unlikely (in spite of the anecdotal report from
Austria). Similarly there a no reports of it changing ecosystem function in its current distribution
(some concerns in New Zealand) and we find this scenario unlikely for the PRA area.
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Discussion
In this chapter, results, the associated methodology and research needs within the field will be
discussed section for section. The last part of the PRA discussion will synthesise the conclusions
from each section. A general conclusion and discussion of evaluation of invasive species will be
given in the final section Conclusions and perspectives.
International invasive overview and nonnative climate
Our results sum up the current international distribution and status of C. aspersus. Although all

countries where it has been introduced may not have been identified by our survey, we find it
unlikely to have missed no more than a couple of countries where the species has established or
become an invasive species, due to the thoroughness of our literature search.
The species’ international status calls for cautiousness not to neglect the species presence or risk
of further introductions in the future. Especially the fact that it is the species most often detected by
the USDA Plant Protection authorities (Robinson 1999) and the 25% and 40-50% potential loss in
crop yield in viticulture and citrus orchards, respectively (Sakovich 2002; Sanderson and Sirgel
2002) should be an alarm for countries with important fruit production and no transport surveillance
program.
Temperate oceanic climate is one of the highest represented climate groups in both the invasive
and established range. Therefore, C. aspersus cannot be excluded as a potential pest species in
Denmark on the basis of climate, which currently is one of the best general predictors of invasive
species success (Hayes and Barry 2008). The observed tendency for the invasion phase status to
progress with a warmer climate should be examined further in future studies.
The accuracy of the climate analysis suffers from the species record data being on scale of first
order administrative regions which size varies greatly from country to country. This gives a skewed
picture when analyzing the distribution pattern in relation to climate, emphasizing the need for
better distribution data of invasive species world wide in order to improve the information quality
and usefulness of this kind of analysis.
Invasive traits
At two Danish locations C. aspersus founder populations of only five individuals have managed to

establish, showing the species high potential for establishment once introduced. The probability of
establishment could be aided by the species outcrossing reproductive behaviour which increases the
populations’ effective population size, thereby minimizing inbreeding.
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The wide range of climatic types in which the species has become established internationally is
a testimony to its adaptation potential, but in Denmark it seems strongly linked to a few habitat
types. This could be due to it only being introduced into a small range of habitat types (mainly open
build-up area), but at Glorup and Ølsted (natural habitats) the species have most probably gone
extinct, and at Christianshavns Vold (a park area resembling natural habitat), its patchy distribution
is likely due to the unsuitability of the habitat. Thus its reported adaptation potential still remains to
be shown in Denmark.
Danish population and invasion history
When comparing the invasion history of C. aspersus with that of A. lusitanicus which was officially

recorded for the first time in 1991 and by 1998 was already a significant pest to private garden
owners (Pagh et al. 2006), it is clear that C. aspersus has not had the same success in establishment
and spread, considering it was introduced more than 100 years ago. Being present at a minimum of
18 localities, nine of them covering 116.1 ha in total, its national range is still very limited. This
being said, the species is capable of reaching high densities and wide local distributions when
conditions are favourable, as on Nordhavnstippen, and it is already a nuisance to local residents at
three sites.
The high proportion of intentional introductions means that a substantial part of the pathways of
further spread into and within Denmark could potentially be avoided by an information campaign,
informing the public about the threats which certain nonnative species pose and a short description
of these. The high proportion recent introductions, indicates that additional introductions are likely
if no action is taken.
Accidental introductions are hard to document and are underrepresented in most pathway
investigations (Hayes and Barry 2008); in some of the cases where the introduction pathway is
unknown, it has likely been introduced unintentionally. A significant challenge in future research
lies in documenting and quantifying invasions linked to accidental introductions (Hayes and Barry
2008).
While it was considered a pest at three sites, only at Karrebæk was it perceived as a major pest
by a larger part of the residents, causing less damage at the other two locations. The increased
grazing damage at Karrebæk was likely attributable to a high observed (not measured) density of C.
aspersus. These high densities could have been the result of the active feeding of the species in one
garden. In general it was not considered to be a major pest by the interviewed residents, and the fact
that the species was not reported from any of the 41 nurseries confirms that it is currently not
widespread.
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The Danish invasion status and history is in line with occurrence patterns from abroad where it
is found mainly in sub-urban and urban habitats, however, in Denmark it is not found in agricultural
areas (compare to citrus orchards and viticulture in other countries).
When conducting investigative research on invasive pathways and status, interviews with the
locals can yield very important anecdotal information on the species and details about its
introduction. Some of these are unachievable by other methods if unknown, including molecular. So
even though anecdotal information can be hard to quantify and reliability may vary, it is a vital part
of a retrospective invasion history study. Interviewing locals with first-hand experience with the
introduction or impact of the species provided reliable information in most cases.
Distribution and population metrics
The area of both range concepts (AOH and MRC) and population size varied considerably between

sites, especially Nordhavnstippen and Christianshavns Vold which had much larger values than the
rest of the populations. The long time since the introduction of the Christianshavns Vold population
partially explains why it has spread throughout such a large area (MRC). Unfortunately we do not
know anything about its specific place of release or the propagule size which could help clarify the
spread at the location.
The population size estimate at Nordhavnstippen (>1·106) is almost 70 times higher than the
second largest population (Christianshavns Vold). Since the part of the land fill where the majority
of the population is found is only 32 years old, this is the likely maximum age of the population.
This shows an ability of the species to reach its high reproductive potential on favourable sites in
Denmark (although the propagule size is unknown). That this site is able to support such a high
population size can likely be explained by it fulfilling a set of criteria favourable for land snails, and
one specifically in favour of colonizing species: 1) The surplus soil used for land fills is often rich
in minerals, including calcium, partly coming from building waste; this is a general limiting factor
for snails (Beeby and Richmond 2007); 2) the site is a shore locality; this provides a higher
humidity (minimizing desiccation, Perrott et al. 2007) and milder winter temperature (lowering the
number of deaths from freezing during winter hibernation, Attia 2004) compared to inland sites; 3)
being a land fill, the vegetation has gone through a secondary succession and other potential
competing species may not have been established at the time of introduction of C. aspersus. This
can have provided favourable conditions in interspecific competition. These three conditions were
not found in combination at any of the other surveyed populations.
In general young populations were very contiguous (high AOH/MRC) where Nordhavnstippen
and Christianshavns Vold showed a more patchy distribution (low AOH/MRC). This shows the
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ability of the species to spread through unsuitable habitat at Nordhavnstippen, such as roads and
large paved areas, whereas at Christianshavns Vold the low ratio is a sign of the species not thriving
at least in parts of the park dominated by deciduous forest.
The two methods used for estimating the density of C. aspersus could not be shown to differ
quantitatively in their accuracy. Searching lots is time consuming, but using the circle method in
residential areas does not represent the spatial heterogeneity satisfactorily. When using the lot
method, the proportion of lots constituted by buildings is taken into account (an absolute estimate),
making it independent of each site’s proportion of garden vs. building, a strength when local
estimates are compared.
A sampling method that would be less vulnerable to the type of habitat would be to set up
shelters or traps with bait for the snails, and use the number of caught snails as a relative density
estimate. Shelters will however suffer from the drawback that their effectiveness could be affected
by the availability of already existing shelters in the habitat. Traps with bait would probably be
better as their effectiveness does not seem to be affected by food availability (Barker and Watts
2001). Setting out these with equal spacing over a large area could not only give a relative density
estimate, but (if the area sampled is large enough) might also give information about the size of the
occupied habitat. Searching by hand is already a kind of relative density estimate, resulting in
underestimates of the total population size (Craze and Mauremootoo 2002), so no information
should be lost by switching method (except the direct comparability between surveys).
Land use patterns
Invasive species are by definition spread due to human activity, and some invasive species are also

linked to human activity after establishment (McKinney 2002; Pysek 1998). A. lusitanicus is too
mainly found in connection with humans, especially in open build-up areas (Pagh et al. 2006).
Indications of it colonizing natural habitats are now emerging (e.g. Reddersen 2006) and these
aspects of land use are thus interesting to analyse for C. aspersus.
Natural/open land could not be shown to be more abundant in the buffers surrounding the
distribution concepts than in the distributions themselves, not supporting our hypothesis that these
land use types are a hindrance to its spread. However, this result is affected by the almost total
absence of natural/open land at five population sites (Fig II d, e, h, i, k), making the hypothesis hard
to test. Yet the fact that three populations all in natural or open habitats apparently had gone extinct
(Gundslevmagle, Glorup, and Ølsted) could indicate that populations in these habitats are less
viable than populations in build-up areas.
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The high proportion of open build-up area and buildings in open land in the distribution
concepts, and it being higher than in the buffers, shows that the species is somewhat linked to
human activity. About 50-60 % of the land in the buffers is still open build-up area, meaning that
some of the populations do not fill up their preferred habitat, this indicates that a further spread is
possible. So, although natural and open areas could not be shown to be a hindrance to spread, C.
aspersus still follows the A. lusitanicus pattern of being linked to human activity.
The method used for mapping the distribution of each population has some uncertainty in
defining the boundary by not searching all lots (as this would be too time consuming), and in
addition each individual may move considerable distances over short periods (as shown by our
active dispersal experiment). Though for the land use analysis the accuracy of the method used
seemed robust as results did not change qualitatively when a further spread of 50 m was assumed.
Different results would have cast some doubt on the use of our 0-50 m buffer. A more thorough and
accurate mapping method would then be needed in order to ensure that the identified boundary was
the actual limit of the species’ distribution, and not a result of the particular areas being searched.
As a future source for land use studies in Denmark the Krak DK 1:10.000 (Kort og
Martrikelstyrelsen) data set should be considered which, in contrast to the AIS system, contains
each building, lot size and also smaller roads. However, it does not classify as wide a variety of
natural habitat types as AIS and additional technical computation would be needed in order to
convert roads from a line to a polygon data type for area calculations. Combining the strength of the
two datasets would provide a stronger tool for land use type analysis.
Active dispersal

Distance
C. aspersus shows a potential to move considerable distances on gravel (max. 50 m day-1), but the
mean distance covered in vegetation and on gravel is considerably lower (Tab IV a-b). If introduced
to an unfavourable habitat resembling gravel (through passive transport) this means that the snail is
more likely to reach a suitable habitat, than less mobile species, which increases the probability of
establishment. The shorter distances covered on vegetation could be due to the species daily homing
behaviour (Attia 2004), that might slow the species active spread in favourable habitats.

Direction
The direction of C. aspersus’ active dispersal on gravel (with the wind) contradicts an experimental
study (Farkas and Shorey 1976) showing signs of anemotaxis, in relation to foraging, in direction
against the wind. However, when relocated to a bare surface with most often >50 m to the nearest
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large vegetation patch (as in our study) other factors such as desiccation might be more important in
determining the movement direction of the species. Moving with the wind on a bare surface might
help minimize desiccation of the anterior part of the body, while the shell could provide some
shelter for the posterior as well as the anterior part of the snail when moving in this direction. The
lack of anemotaxis on most days at stations with vegetation supports that the “with wind”
anemotaxis seen at the no vegetation stations is related to desiccation, as the vegetation likely
provides cover. The single day with movement directed towards the wind at the non-relocated
stations, where food sources were plentiful, could be a sign of the foraging related anemotaxis
reported by Farkas and Shorey (1976). The wind blew from the same direction both days where
anemotaxis was tested for on no vegetation. Additional studies of the effects of changing wind
directions are needed to further strengthen our hypothesis, as well as physiological studies (e.g.
laboratorial quantification of body water loss when subjected to different wind directions).
While anemotaxis could partly determine spread of the species on a small temporal and spatial
scale, it is unlikely to be of high importance on larger scales, as other factors (i.e. habitat
availability and barriers) probably play a greater role.

Habitat
C. aspersus showed preference for being in vegetation compared to no vegetation, indicating that
vegetation free areas could act as barriers slowing the species active spread, as the species seem to
avoid such areas. The preference is probably a result from vegetation offering both cover (from
dessication and predators) and food. Cover may be sufficient to explain the snails’ preference as it
alone have been shown to influence choice of habitat in an experimental setup (Perea et al. 2007).
The density of the vegetation did not seem to be a factor for its habitat preference, although tall
grass has been indicated in other studies to support more live snails (Perrott et al. 2007). A
preference could possibly have been shown if the difference in vegetation density had been more
pronounced, e.g. by using an open-dense vegetation boundary instead. An analysis of the density
sampling results from Nordhavnstippen could also help clarify this aspect, as vegetation type was
recorded at each plot. From the habitat preference experiment it is not possible to say which kind of
vegetation is most likely to sustain high numbers of C. aspersus, but areas with good opportunities
for hiding (e.g. debris) and high proportions of broad-leaved plants (preferred food source, pers.
obs.) are likely to be most suitable.
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Pest risk analysis
Considerations making basis for relevant answers in the two PRA-schemes not mentioned

elsewhere in the main text will be described below. In the end of this section we will discuss the
usefulness of the PRA-schemes, and comment on their shortcomings.

Introduction phase
Answers in the EPPO-scheme section that focuses on characteristics of relevant pathways of
introduction generally suffers from our knowledge being rather defective, when it comes to
unintentional introductions. The answers to unintentional pathway related questions therefore have
a high uncertainty.
The number of relevant introduction pathways is estimated to be most probably between 11-100
when the different sources of horticultural plants and plant products, and different countries of
origin is taken into account. Assuming that C. aspersus is actually a potential stowaway on plant
products arriving in Denmark (although we only have evidence for such dispersal within the
country), the frequency of movement along these pathways is considered to be moderate. The
probability of surviving transport is generally very high, especially when considering intentional
introductions. We consider the highest risks of the species not surviving transport of plant material
to be pesticides and freezing. There is no systematic control aimed at preventing gastropods from
gaining entry into Denmark by plants or plant products, and only imported plants or plant products
intended for commercial use from outside the EU are required to gain entry to the country through
one of 12 specified entry points (Fødevareministeriet 2005, 2006). This makes it likely that all life
stages of the snail will pass undetected into Denmark.

Establishment
Existing and rather inexpensive control measures for this and other snail species, such as simple
hand picking or application of molluscicides with iron(III)phosphate as active substance (e.g.
Ferramol), will most likely be sufficient to control the species locally before it reaches population
levels as the one found at Nordhavnstippen. The molluscicides are not species specific and therefore
are likely to have minor negative consequences for native gastropod species, but most of these have
high local abundances and are thus likely to recolonize areas subjected to control.
Predation (or parasitism) by natural enemies already present in Denmark is likely, and signs of
this were most probably observed on the snails relocated on no vegetation (active dispersal
experiments) by Larus gulls. The snails likely provided a conspicuous and easy target on the bare
ground, so predation might not be a common scenario in other habitats. Song thrush (Turdus
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philomelos) and blackbird (T. merula) predate the species in Europe (Barker 2004), but we found no
information on its effect on the snail’s population dynamics, as no study had that as a focus. A
possible local effect of predation would be a decrease in population size (and thus ultimately
impact), and impediment of spread over patches with little cover, as the snails might provide
conspicuous targets in the open. However, based on the lack of documentation we find such
scenarios unlikely, although the uncertainty is high.

Impact
Though C. aspersus can have severe economic consequences in its current invasive range these are
not likely to be seen in Denmark (having a limited distribution and only being a major pest at one
location), at least not in the near future. However, it can occasionally cause damage to ornamental
plants. As we were not able to find and examine existing populations in protected natural areas, it is
hard to determine its impact there, but its ability to survive on natural land seems limited. This
limited impact in Denmark would be expected, if future studies were able to show that the invasive
stage of the snail was generally more progressed in countries with a warmer climate, as indicated by
our climate analysis.

Overall results
For nearly all questions in both PRAs, we have been able to collect enough information to provide
answers with some certainty. Only for characteristics of unintentional introduction pathways,
environmental effects in the PRA area and interspecific interactions has the uncertainty been high.
Although the information used has sometimes been anecdotal, it has mostly come from experts on
the particular field.
Based on the stage specific questions in the EPPO-scheme we classify the species as having
low-medium probability of further introduction, medium probability of establishment (high in open
build-up areas), low-medium probability of further spread and low probability of having significant
negative socioeconomic and environmental effects in Denmark. The ISEIA-scheme places the
species in category C2 as a nonnative species not considered to be a threat for native biodiversity
and ecosystems, with isolated populations in Denmark. So by the application and results of the
schemes there is no particular risk of the species becoming invasive in Denmark.
Four factors differ between a majority of the regions in which C. aspersus has become invasive
and Denmark. These may each in part explain why there is no particular invasive risk in Denmark
in the near future: 1) The climate in Denmark tends to be colder than in the majority of invaded
regions (as indicated by our climate analysis), being in disfavour of this termophile species
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(Robinson 1999); 2) Denmark is located on the same continent and biogeographic region as the
major part of the snail’s native range, making the predatory release hypothesis more improbable
here, due to biotic similarities, than in the invasive range; 3) a part of the invaded regions are
isolated islands (Australia, Hawaii, and New Zealand), which generally have lower species
colonisation rates than continental areas (as Denmark), and therefore theoretically have more vacant
niches and exerts lower biotic resistance to species invasions; 4) the crop types where C. aspersus
is often a pest in foreign countries (mainly citrus and grapes) are not widely grown in Denmark.

Discussion of the PRAs
Pest risk assessment of invasive species is still in its infancy (Andersen et al. 2004b), and
considerable work has to be done in standardizing questions and answers in each scheme, making
basis for comparisons and management prioritisations between nonnative species from different
taxonomic groups (Andersen et al. 2004b).
The scope and focus, and output form of the two schemes differ widely, and their conclusions
are therefore nonexclusive. The EPPO-scheme is strengthened by its thoroughness in covering all
aspects of potential socioeconomic effects and to be able to provide answers to particular questions
by expert judgement in spite of sparse empirical information (indicating this in the uncertainty
score). Although environmental issues are somewhat included in the EPPO-scheme it is in the form
of a few general questions, requiring a joint analysis of all environmental aspects in single answers.
This can have the potential side effect of certain aspects being left out in the answer. Putting
currency on biodiversity and ecosystem services could help quantify and compare potential risks to
the environment, as one already can with economic losses due to invasive species (Andersen et al.
2004a).
The EPPO-scheme’s strength in answering flexibility is also its potential weakness. When PRA
conclusions for different species or countries are to be compared they are each dependent on the
weight given by the individual assessor to different aspects (e.g. business related, social or
environmental). When these assumptions are not made clear, the results from such comparative
analysis will potentially be flawed. Attempts at quantifying invasion risk have been made, but
uncertainty in these models needs to be reduced before they can be put to any practical use (Bartell
and Nair 2004).
Quantification is the strength of the ISEIA-scheme, though its scope is more narrow (pure
environmental) and thus easier standardized. Answers in this scheme are required to have an
empirical and not theoretical source. This ensures a high quality basis of the answer, but may leave
some questions unanswered, although a strong theoretically based hypothesis exists.
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Climate change
Neither of the PRAs explicitly take into account the
effect of future climate change. This is remarkable
as climate of the native and nonnative established
range currently is the most persistent predictor
determining the success of invasive species in
general (Hayes and Barry 2008), and climate
change has been shown to alter interactions between
invasive and native species (Zavala et al. 2008). The
present case illustrates the important information
that could be ignored by leaving out this aspect:
When comparing the native distribution of C.
aspersus (Fig 6) with the current area of the
expected climate in Denmark in year 2100 (Fig 13)
a substantial overlap is observed. This native-like
climate might favour the species and therefore

Figure 13 Area with a current climate equal to the
Danish climate in year 2100, projected by two
IPCC climate scenarios (F Skov unpublished).

result in higher local densities, increasing passive
dispersal, and likely cause a rise in its Danish distribution size. These population changes could
result in an impact classifying it as an invasive species.
Altered distribution and impact of established nonnative species is already identified as two out
of five likely interactions between climate change and invasive species (Hellmann et al. 2008). A
further aspect poorly covered in general by PRAs, but mentioned in the EPPO-scheme, is rapid
microevolutionary adaptation by invasive species (Whitney and Gabler 2008). The combined
effects of C. aspersus’ high genetic diversity (and phenotypic plasticity) and the lack of reflection
on climate change in the schemes should add caution to the interpretation of the PRA results for this
species and in general. Indeed, these considerations cast some doubt on the usefulness of the current
PRA-schemes. In conclusion although the snail poses no risk now, it might do so in the future,
making it a candidate for the Danish observation list for invasive alien species which has a scope
until year 2080 (JS Pedersen pers. comm.).
Conclusion and perspectives
Through this study, using rather simple investigative, observational and experimental methods, we

have been able to provide sound data to support an empirically based evaluation of the invasive
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potential of C. aspersus, concluding that although it poses no invasive threat now, it may do so in
the future due to climate change. For that reason it is a candidate for the Danish observation list for
invasive alien species. The study provides an incomplete example of what aspects that needs to be
examined and which methods can be used in a pest risk analysis.
Although our subject species is scientifically studied in relation to neurobiology, food science,
ecotoxicology, reproductive biology, and other fields, and thus is well known and highly cited, the
quality and low costs of our results poses the question whether a more systematic and empirically
based evaluation of Danish and North European nonnative species should be put into work. This
approach instead of the more subjective method currently applied for the black and observation list
in the draft for the Danish management plan for invasive alien species (Skov- og Naturstyrelsen
2008). A regional network as the North European and Baltic Network on Invasive Alien Species
(NOBANIS, www.nobanis.org) would be an appropriate platform for this, as invasive species spans
the boundaries of countries. By developing the infrastructure, extent, and activities of the network,
national knowledge on invasive species could be greatly improved.
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Table of the International Invasive Overview
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Country (region/state)

Status (threats or
sublocation)

Introduction Pathway &
Cause

Origin

Introdution
Time

Habitats

Source

1880 (at the
latest)

Urban and
cultivated land
(linked to
irrigation, avoids
desert)

[1, 2, 17, 31, 84, 100,
103]

1882 (RGS)
& 2000 (M)

Urban

[17, 50, 54]

Pest
Australia (SE Queensl.,
NSW, Vict., Tas., SESouth, SW-West)
Brazil (Maranhão, Rio
Grande do Sul, Santa
Catarina)
Ecuador (Pichincha,
Loja, Napo)

Pest (gardens,
viticulture in nonarid regions)
Pest (gardens, parks)

Intentional (food)

Pest

Intentional (food)

New Zealand

Pest (conservation
land)

Ship (accidental/intentional.),

South Africa

Pest (gardens and
viticulture)

USA (CA)

Pest (agriculture,
gardens)

Intentional (food)

France

1850’s

USA (HI (Oahu, Maui,
Kauaii, Hawaii))

Pest (gardens)

Prob. accidental, poss. for
food.

Europe

1952

Established
Argentina (Buenos Aires)

Established

Austria

Established

Denmark

Established

New Caledonia
USA (AZ, ID, LA, NJ,
NM, OR, SC, TX, UT,
WA, VA)
Canada (British
Columbia)
Colombia
Israel

[17, 54, 56]
France

1860’s
2nd half 1800's
(pest last 25
years)

Mainly unintentional
(including on vehicles)
Intentional (aesthetic, food,
etc.)

Coastal scrubland,
dune systems,
disturbed
Cultivated and
adventive plant
(linked to
irrigation)
Urban and
cultivated
Urban and dry

[1, 2, 17, 60, 103]
[1, 2, 42, 60, 77, 102]
[25, 26]

Early 1900

[1, 55]

1978

[1, 17, 39, 82, 95]

France

1890's (multiple)

Urban

Established

France

1876

Disturbed

Established

France, California
(USA)

>1850

Cultivated land,
few natural

Established
(Vancouver Isl.)
Established
(widespread)
Established

[1, 2, 11, 89]

[this study, 23, 39, 61,
74, 108, 112]
[26, 27, 107]
[1, 19, 47, 77, 81, 99]
[33, 76, 85]

Intentional (food)
Intentional (German

Brazil

1970's
(multiple?)
Ca. 1900

Wasteland and
parks
Urban (especially

[49, 50]
[17, 52]

51

Mexico
United Kingdom
Introduced
Canada (Ontario)
Chile (Juan Fernandez
Isl., Easter Isl.)
Costa Rica (San José)
Cuba
French Polynesia (Tahiti)
Germany (Upper Rhine
Valley, Lower Rhine
area)
Haiti (Port au Prince and
others)
Finland
Ireland
Jamaica (Belretiro)
Mauritius
Montserrat (Camp
Diable)
Peru (Lima)
Pitcairn Islands
Portugal (Azores,
Madeira)
Sweden
Tonga
USA (CO, KY)
Zimbabwe (Harare)
USA (FL)

(widespread in Haifa
and Jerusalem)
Established
(widespread)
Established
(widespread)

Templars?)

gardens)
1934

[1, 2]

Romans

[1, 17, 39, 58, 77, 90]

Introduced

1979

[17]

Introduced

1936

[1, 26, 27, 33]

Introduced
Introduced
Introduced

1993

[16]
[1, 2]
[26, 27]

Intentional (food)

Roman countries

Introduced

[82, 90]

Introduced

1943

[1, 2, 77]

Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced

1986

[39]
[1, 2, 39]
[1]
[17]

Introduced

1986

[17]

Introduced
Introduced

1940

[1, 2, 17]
[26]

Introduced

[1, 77]

Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced, not
established

[39]
[27]
[8, 77, 85, 119]
[17]

1986
Intentional (food) and
unintentional (plant shipments)

[33]

Native
Algeria

Native

Croatia

Native

52

ssp. aspersa native,
ssp. maxima
enigmatic

[1, 2, 45]
[17, 67, 109]

Cyprus
Egypt

Native
Native

France

Native

Greece
Italy
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Malta
Montenegro
Morocco
Portugal
Slovenia
Spain
Tunisia
Turkey

Native (widespread)
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native

[1, 2, 17]
[17]
[1, 2, 17, 39, 67, 77,
109]
[1, 17, 67, 87, 109]
[1, 2, 17, 70, 77]
[1, 2]
[1, 2, 77]
[17]
[1, 2, 17, 45]
[1, 17, 67, 77, 109]
[1, 17]
[1, 2, 14, 17, 57, 79]
[45]
[17, 93]

Uncertain
Germany (Munich)
Uncertain
[17, 39]
Hungary
Uncertain
[39]
Luxemburg
Uncertain
[39]
Netherlands
Uncertain
[17, 39, 90]
Poland
Uncertain
1965
[39, 90]
Syrian Arab Republic
Uncertain
[1, 2]
Switzerland
Uncertain
[1, 17, 39, 90]
Table I a Summary information for every country in which Cantareus aspersus has been recorded as either native, nonnative or with an uncertain status, based on
available literature and database searching. Sub country regions for which the information applies are listed in parenthesis after the country name (a country can be
listed several times). Status gives the stage in the invasion process last stated in the literature. When “pest” is given in the status column a subsequent parenthesis gives
the main areas where the snail is a pest. “Introduction pathway and cause” indicates by which means the species have been introduced, “Origin” the geographical
source for the introduction and “introduction time” the most probable year or historical event by which C. aspersus was introduced. Italic years are collection dates of
records in the GBIF-database. “Habitat” states the local habitats where the species is most abundant.
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Appendix II

Maps from each of the 12 surveyed sites.
The maps show the areas searched for snails (Checked Areas) and their status, the AOH and MRC
distributions, and the place (if any) from where C. aspersus was reported (indicated by a pink point)
and released (yellow square).
MRC is visible only where it exceeds the range of AOH (all of AOH is included in MRC). All areas
positive for snails (green areas) are included in both AOH and MRC. “Scattered Negative” indicates
that the area has not been searched as fully as “Negative” areas but that all searched places in this
polygon were negative for C. aspersus.
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Figure II a Christianshavns Vold overview; status of checked areas, and range concepts is shown.
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Figure II b Glorup overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting site is shown.

56

Figure II c Gundslevmagle overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting site is shown.

57

Figure II d Hellerup overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting site is shown.

58

Figure II e Herlev overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting and release site is shown.

59

Figure II f Hyllede overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting site is shown.

60

Figure II g Karrebæk overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting and release site is shown.
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Figure II h Nordhavnstippen overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting site is shown.
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Figure II i Næstved overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting and release site is shown.
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Figure II j Sørup overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting and release site is shown.
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Figure II k Thurøby overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting site is shown.
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Figure II l Ølsted overview; status of checked areas, range concepts, and reporting and release site is shown.
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Appendix III

Figures on the proportion of land use types in the MRC minus the corresponding proportion in the
given buffer (50 – 0-50 m, 5050 – 50-100 m) for the nine surveyed and established populations.
Table defining natural/open land use types.
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Figure III a Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Christianshavns Vold.
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Figure III b Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Hellerup.
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Land use Herlev
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Figure III c Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Herlev.
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Figure III d Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Hyllede.
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Figure III e Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Karrebæk.
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Figure III f Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Nordhavnstippen.
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Figure III g Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Næstved.
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Figure III h Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Sørup.
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Land use Thurøby
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Figure III i Difference in relative area of land use types between MRC and two buffers (0-50 m buffer and 50-100 m
buffer) at Thurøby.
Land use type
Classification
Low build-up area
Urban land
High build-up area
Urban land
Open build-up area
Urban land
Buildings in open land
Urban land
Industry
Urban land
Road > 6 m
Urban land
Road 3-6 m
Urban land
Railway
Urban land
Recreational area
Natural/open land
Arable land
Natural/open land
Grass
Natural/open land
Mixed nature/agriculture
Natural/open land
Forest
Natural/open land
Deciduous forest
Natural/open land
Coniferous forest
Natural/open land
Mixed forest
Natural/open land
Dry grassland
Natural/open land
Heath
Natural/open land
Meadow
Natural/open land
Bog
Natural/open land
Coastal meadow
Natural/open land
Table III a Classification of land use types used
in the analysis of distribution of urban and
natural/open land.
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Appendix IV

Figures with recapture rates for station A-H.
Tables with mean distance moved at station A-H.
Tables with data used for Active dispersal – distance and direction.
Table containing wind direction from the public weather station at Kastrup.
Tables with data used for Active dispersal - habitat
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Figure IV a Recapture rates for station A (dense vegetation) and B (open vegetation)
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Figure IV b Recapture rates for station C, D, E, (no vegetation) F, G and H (open vegetation)

Day Distance, cm
1
75
8
209
21
232
22
490
Table IV a Mean distance
from point of release at
station A and B (dense and
medium vegetation)

Day DistanceCDE, cm DistanceFGH, cm
1
255
84
3
322
105
12
753
320
13
1323
231
22
1611
170
Table IV b Mean distance from point of
release at stations CDE (no vegetation) and
FGH (open vegetation)
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04-sep
05-sep
12-sep
25-sep
26-sep
Snail N S
side N S
side N
S
side N
S
side N
S
side
A1
247 202 W 450 251 E
A2
265 172 E
255 112 W
290 160 W
A3
274 181 E
A4
288 173 E
207 250 E
190 263 E
176 474 W
A5
236 209 E
263 176 E
274 181 W
A6
275 171 W 268 177 W†
A7
356 93 W 355 84 W
414 91 E
1485 1079 E
A8
375 82 E
425 17 E
569 266 W
A9
380 89 E
379 89 E
452 67 E†
A10 399 72 E
361 102 E
A11 392 87 E
360 113 E
450 62 E
1142 729 E
1239 809 E
A12 343 118 E
362 91 E
607 180 E
A13 297 167 E
241 282 E
168 326 E
839 501 E
A14 259 209 E
268 284 E
693 279 E
A15 290 152 E
287 167 E
373 358 W
A16 304 133 E
266 203 W 1093 641 W
A17 342 97 E
351 89 E
579 268 W
A18 370 89 W 355 84 W
A19 342 101 W 306 133 W
450 62 E
A20 387 95 W 634 233 W
497 422 W
114 376 W
A21 227 253 *
A22 246 237 W 177 341 W
A23 226 240 W 167 272 W
152 509 E
A24 291 240 W
A25 213 316 W 213 417 W
A26 234 319 W 158 361 *
A27 217 357 W 284 184 W
A28 217 356 W 123 439 W
113 397 W
1166 790 W
A29 110 325 W 107 334 W
390 180 W
A30 110 325 W
89 333 W
433 776 W†
A31 116 322 W 108 321 W
450 62 E
A32 116 322 W
125 322 W
685 329 E
A33 116 322 W
90 349 *
A34 155 283 W 174 271 W
585 148 E
274 196 W
274 198 W
A35 160 280 W 227 220 W
A36 173 268 W 163 278 W
264 194 E
264 197 E
270 191 E
A37
84 348 W 119 387 W
114 331 W
88 391 W
A38
97 333 W
A39 156 292 E
128 334 E
A40 106 353 E
108 364 E
152 536 E
A41 106 353 E
136 337 E
A42 106 353 E
134 346 E
43 414 W
114 347 E
68 403 W
A43 120 330 E
150 327 E
98 406 E
154 377 E
A44 147 335 E
137 380 E
A45 147 335 E
140 377 E
261 279 E
317 132 E
A46 131 365 E
93 366 W
A47 365 170 E
361 255 E
326 201 E
A48 365 184 E
350 184 E
A49 368 197 E
359 194 E
151 524 E
A50 349 192 E
Table IV c Data for active dispersal experiments at station A. *snail was found in the middle,
†snail was found dead.
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04-sep
05-sep
12-sep
25-sep
Snail N
S
side N
S
side N S
side N
S
side
B1
172 228 W
327 71 E
652 270 E
B2
186 209 W
B3
188 224 W
222 230 W
196 399 W
B4
175 246 W
B5
205 201 W
198 215 W
B6
216 175 W
186 200 W
B7
216 175 W
B8
115 310 E
124 369 E
114 326 E
337 225 W
B9
229 165 W
275 116 W
232 303 E
B10 237 152 E
230 214 W
B11 237 152 E
234 160 W
B12 237 157 E
287 292 E
362 272 E
285 232 E
B13 202 198 E
193 285 E
B14 202 198 E
137 313 E
147 327 E
92 303 E
B15 201 202 E
227 298 E
B16 201 202 E
195 206 E
B17 253 144 W
B18 268 159 E
264 161 E
205 295 E
225 172 E
B19 203 189 W
192 199 W
567 196 W
B20 240 205 E
287 196 E
B21 201 300 W
395 184 W
42 352 W
60 376 W
B22 202 215 W
B23 225 241 W
B24 230 222 W
314 208 W
B25 254 209 W
183 251 W
B26 207 193 W
B27 207 193 W
B28 209 218 W
252 163 W
374 151 W 446 177 W
B29 242 182 W
196 399 W
B30 187 283 W
187 277 W
B31 259 213 W
50 454 W
B32 275 214 W
331 270 W
318 133 W 449 66 W
B33 296 229 W
170 259 W
B34 283 148 W
339 273 W
B35 317 201 W
324 191 W
313 152 W
B36 317 201 W
357 171 W
B37 369 86 W
351 114 W
B38 338 65 W
319 68 W
B39 339 101 W
B40 339 101 W
139 501 E
B41 339 101 W
329 58 W
301 203 E
B42 404 90 W
334 581 W
B43 403 60 W
B44 403 60 W
428 81 W
B45 406 69 W
400 69 W
345 181 W 392 255 W
B46 416 70 W
381 128 W
B47 416 70 W
419 74 W
455 183 E
B48 412 74 W
309 307 W
B49 446 42 W
445 61 W
B50 410 13 W
376 43 E
Table IV d Data for active dispersal experiments at station B.
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06-sep
07-sep
09-sep
18-sep
19-sep
Snail N S
side N S
side N
S
side N
S
side N
S
side
C01 170 221 W 130 262 E
130 262 E
C02 180 207 E
125 294 E
126 294 E
290 125 E
285 125 E
C03 218 171 W
1167 1171 E
1163 1167 W
C04 195 197 *
271 644 E
273 645 E
116 471 W†
C05 220 168 E
D01 210 194 W 344 62 W
590 719 E
D02 226 178 *
258 279 E
250 336 E
2042 2120 W
D03 182 227 W 199 212 W
201 203 W
301 498 E†
D04 234 173 E
D05 225 179 W
343 64 E
1438 1085 W
D06 200 206 W 199 212 W
201 203 W
D07 164 242 E
418 170 E
467 623 E
D08 184 220 W
D09 165 239 *
401 508 E
D10 226 186 W 419 192 E
417 200 E
1321 1657 E
D11 241 165 W 371 266 E†
D12 244 159 *
989 620 E
1272 926 E
3132 2765 W
D13 204 200 E
216 539 E
218 532 E
D14 177 228 E
558 604 E
558 606 E
3057 2916 W 2859 426 E††
D15 226 176 E
429 185 E
430 187 E
E01 161 222 E
196 263 E
202 267 E
E02 229 159 E
196 263 E
202 267 E
980 636 E
823 617 E
E03 205 186 E
196 263 E
202 267 E
E04 201 185 W 699 555 E
733 609 E
E05 188 199 E
267 172 E
258 188 E
1375 1333 W
E06 216 171 W 598 552 E
799 743 E
2433 2343 E
E07 207 180 E
135 300 E
202 267 E
E08 180 205 W 143 437 E
246 488 E
E09 196 191 W 196 263 E
379 484 E
1682 1774 W
E10 207 177 E
359 534 E
393 593 E
E11 200 188 E
474 333 E
202 267 E
448
11 *
E12 219 165 E
259 384 E
697 768 E
E13 189 197 E
196 263 E
198 261 E
1705 1778 W
E14 218 172 E
639 400 E
E15 223 159 E
636 401 E
639 400 E
E16 164 222 *
369 343 E
535 353 E
E17 221 183 E
279 266 E
E18 157 234 E
284 182 E
282 177 E
E19 175 206 E
474 333 E
459 317 E
E20 167 220 E
446 11 *
1 439 W
E21 216 171 W 256 181 E
257 182 E
E22 203 184 *
481 452 E
484 451 E
E23 189 201 E
374 481 E
379 484 E
E24 275 164 E
474 333 E
732 795 E
E25 294 207 W 440 247 E
455 554 E
E26 218 172 E
163 317 E
220 390 E
E27 188 197 W
E28 170 214 E
267 182 *
258 188 E
E29 136 248 E
457 566 E
666 753 E
E30 225 167 E
509 152 E
514 153 E
515 165 E
517 163 E††
Table IV e Data for active dispersal experiments at station C, D, and E. *snail was found in the
middle, †snail was found dead, ††snail was accidentally killed by us.
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06-sep
07-sep
09-sep
19-sep
28-sep
Snail N S
side N S
side N S
side N
S
side N
S
side
F01 175 221 W 182 216 W
44 368 E
237 375 W
226 429 W
F02 192 200 W 359 151 W 197 208 W 160 238 E
F03 179 216 E
181 218 E†
F04 187 210 E
F05 210 188 W
F06 298 197 E
F07 227 169 E
239 159 E
187 217 W
F08 164 230 W 227 171 E
240 165 E
F09 207 187 E
224 173 E
174 229 *
F10 138 253 E
207 193 W 158 247 W
F11 208 192 E
543 142 W
571 168 W
F12 217 177 W 213 184 W 256 148 E
F13 210 191 W
178 225 *
F14 213 183 W
F15 204 198 E
249 153 E
246 160 E
167 230 E
195 209 W
F16 190 206 W 213 184 W 266 137 *
203 307 W
F17 190 206 W
194 209 W
F18 264 148 E
245 151 E
247 158 *
F19 184 211 E
197 201 E
198 207 W
F20 188 207 W 197 200 W 197 208 W 548 146 W
F21 212 183 W 187 210 W 198 204 W 172 225 *
F22 180 215 W 140 263 W
F23 172 223 W 359 151 *
192 211 W
F24 211 190 E
498 97 E
F25 191 210 E
175 231 E
77 416 W
F26 179 215 W 167 229 *
143 279 E
93 422 E
F27 194 200 E
173 224 *
236 171 E
339 462 E
F28 234 163 E
458 49 W
F29 203 196 E
F30 197 196 W 197 201 E
173 241 E
G01 148 250 W
451 487 W
406 519 W
G02 175 223 W 177 285 E
184 356 E
91 410 E
G03 183 212 E
184 265 E
174 290 E
G04 179 220 E
107 375 E
133 349 E
484 84 *
G05 165 235 W 184 251 E
181 253 E
432 65 E
G06 189 212 E
177 285 E
168 257 E
403 653 W
432 646 W
G07 178 223 W 170 248 E
175 251 E
G08 213 186 W 217 186 W 233 186 E
161 239 *
177 220 E
G09 179 220 E
177 247 E
179 271 E
G10 195 203 W 175 251 E
173 283 E
G11 206 196 W
51 405 W 121 427 E
G12 172 229 E
207 297 E
G13 189 209 E
175 290 E
G14 212 189 E
240 180 E
G15 157 242 W 173 248 *
160 267 E
H01 240 158 *
134 278 E
123 280 E
H02 214 184 W 233 250 W 237 365 W
H03 244 153 E
129 283 E
156 247 E
H04 225 174 W
140 261 E
H05 218 179 E
169 239 E
152 251 E
Table IV f Data for active dispersal experiments at station F, G, and H. *snail was found in
the middle, †snail was found dead.
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Date
1/9/07

Wind direction
270°

2/9/07

245°

3/9/07

242°

4/9/07

289°

5/9/07

358°

6/9/07

250°

7/9/07

308°

8/9/07

299°

9/9/07

299°

10/9/07

310°

11/9/07

307°

12/9/07

316°

13/9/07

286°

14/9/07

240°

15/9/07

259°

16/9/07

284°

17/9/07

226°

18/9/07

249°

19/9/07

290°

20/9/07

232°

21/9/07

224°

22/9/07

217°

23/9/07

257°

24/9/07

165°

25/9/07

162°

26/9/07

206°

27/9/07

171°

28/9/07

56°

29/9/07

59°

149°
30/9/07
Table IV g Mean daily
wind direction at Kastrup
weather station on a given
date

Station PQ
Station RS
Day Undecided Medium vegetation Dense vegetation Undecided No vegetation Medium vegetation
2
20
6
19
5
0
35
6
5
3
7
3
0
23
Table IV h Number of snails in each habitat type
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Appendix V

Tables giving an overview of answers to questions in the EPPO and ISEIA PRA-schemes.
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Question

Score

Uncertainty

Comments

Probability of entry
1.1 Consider all relevant pathways and
list them.

-

-

1.2 Estimate the number of relevant
pathways.
1.3 Select the pathways that appear
most important.

2

2

1.4 Associated with pathway at origin

NA
2
NA
2
NA

3
3
-

Intentional (mainly illegal):
Heliciculture, Ornamental use
Unintentional:
Plant material (gardening and horticulture) Agricultural
products (citrus, grape, kiwi)
Soil material (e.g. recycling stations and land fillings)
Attached to vehicles
Mistaken for Helix pomatia
The above seven pathways can be split into several origins
and commodities.
Plant material (gardening and horticulture)
Ornamental use
Heliciculture
Ornamental use and Heliciculture
Plant material
Ornamental use and Heliciculture
Plant material
Ornamental use and Heliciculture

3

3

1.7 How frequent is movement along
the pathway?

NA

-

Plant material
Inspection of the commodities that could facilitate its
spread is, in the case of plants, only a problem with eggs.
Ornamental use and Heliciculture

3

3

Plant material

1.8 Probability of surviving
transportation

5

1

4

2

1

1

1

1

5

2

4

2

1.11 How widely is the commodity to
be distributed throughout the PRA
area?

NA
5

1

1.12 Does commodity arrive at an
appropriate time of year?

NA

Ornamental use and Heliciculture
The species can remain dormant for long periods, and
survive a range of temperatures, sudden cooling might be
lethal.
Plant material:
Unless the commodities are sprayed with pesticides the
same conditions as above should apply. Duration of
transport is probably short enough for the species to
survive.
Ornamental use, Heliciculture
Generation time is generally too long in relation to the
transport duration of the considered pathways.
Plant material
Same as the above.
Ornamental use and Heliciculture:
Private introductions will in most cases pass undetected
through national customs.
Plant material
There is no systematic control aimed to prevent gastropods
from gaining entry into Denmark by plants and very little
control for plants originating within the EU[73, 74]. Adults are
conspicuous.
Ornamental use and Heliciculture
Plant material
Private garden owners nationwide buy plants that can be
imported from countries in the species current distribution.
Ornamental use and Heliciculture:

1.5 How likely is it that the
concentration is high at origin?
1.6 How likely is it that the
concentration is high at origin?

1.9 Multiply during transport?

1.10 Survival of existing pest
management?

Yes

Plant material
Garden plants are most often bought and planted during
spring or summer when the snail is most likely to multiply
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1.13 How likely is the pest to be able to
transfer from the pathway to a suitable
host or habitat?

and survive. Commodity arrival may be earlier than this.
Ornamental use and Heliciculture
The species is in almost all cases released in a well suited
garden. If released in an unsuitable habitat it would be
likely reach a suitable one due to self locomotion abilities.
Plant material
The final destination of the bought plants will in most cases
be gardens; these provide a well suited habitat.
Ornamental use and Heliciculture:
Plant material
Confer 1.13

5

1

5

1

NA
5

1

3

1

1.17 Distribution of appropriate
habitats

4

1

1.19 How similar are the climatic
conditions that would affect pest
establishment, in the PRA area and in
the current area of distribution?
1.20 Similarity of climatic and abiotic
conditions in PRA area and area of
distribution
1.22 Likelihood of establishment
despite competition.

3

1

4

2

5

3

1.23 Likelihood of establishment
despite predation or parasitation from
natural enemies.
1.24 To what extent is managed area in
the PRA area favourable for
establishment?

4

3

2

2

1.25 Will existing management fail to
prevent establishment?

3

2

1.26 Likelihood of surviving
eradication programmes?

3

2

1.27 How likely is the reproductive
strategy to aid establishment?

5

1

1.28 Likelihood of establishment of
small populations.
1.29 How adaptable is the pest?

5

1

5

2

1.30 Has it been introduced other
places? (Scale: 0-5)

5

1

The agricultural area is most often too intensely driven for
the species to establish (soil tillage reduce C. aspersus
abundance[44]). The surrounding infrastructure may provide
refuge[62].
Management practices differ widely. Use of pesticides in
agriculture could prevent establishment. The species is
vulnerable to use of Ferramol and can in single gardens be
eradicated by this practice.
Significant population reduction is possible by control
measures[44], complete eradication in large distribution with
high densities might be difficult[50].
Often two reproduction periods a year. Outcrossing and
storage of sperm from several copulations decrease
inbreeding depression[61].
Several populations have established in the PRA area
despite small founder populations.
The species occur under a wide variety of climates and
phenotypic polymorphisms are known[63]. Phenotypic
plasticity is reported to be high[61, 62].
Confer International Invasive Overview section.

1

1

Agricultural area and ground with no vegetation cover

1.14 How likely is the intended use of
the commodity to aid transfer to a
suitable host or habitat?
Probability of establishment
1.16 Number of appropriate habitats

Probability of spread
1.32 How likely is the species to spread

All habitats linked to human activity and with some form of
vegetation content are suitable. Agricultural area is in some
cases suitable in foreign countries[43, 44] but not in Denmark.
Natural areas are generally non-suitable. Sandy soils are
generally unsuitable (the species has a high calcium
requirement[50]).
Except for the westernmost Jutland where soils generally
are sandy, open build-up area and other “green habitats”
linked to human activity can be found in all municipalities.
The pest is established in many different climates (from
tropical to temperate) but is mainly a pest in areas with a
Cool-Warm Semi-Arid or Temperate-Warm Oceanic
climate.
Abiotic factors of Denmark can all be found in some part of
the species current distribution. Though microhabitats
might be an important determinant for its local presence[33].
Have been seen with both H. pomatia, Cepaea spp., Arianta
arbosturom, Arion niger and other species, but the level of
interspecific competition is unknown. At some sites C.
aspersus is the most abundant of these species.
Birds and other vertebrates can predate the species[75], but
no reports indicate that it severely affects its abundance.
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rapidly in the PRA by natural means?

seems to be a barrier for dispersal. It is however capable of
crossing unfavourable habitat through self locomotion.
This is the most common form of expansion of its
geographical distribution in the current distribution and in
the PRA area. However, the species does not seem to occur
frequently enough in the pathways for a rapid spread.
The intentional and unintentional pathways are likely at
some point in the future to transport the species to other
countries.
Open build-up areas and other “green habitats” associated
with human activity are the areas most in danger of being
colonized.

1.33 How likely is the species to spread
rapidly in the PRA area by human
assistance?

2

2

1.34 How likely is it that the species
will not be contained within the PRA
area?
1.35 Identify the part of the PRA area
that is the endangered area in relation
to further spread.

3

2

5

1

It can be a major garden pest and can drastically reduce
yield in citrus orchards and viticultures[43, 44].

2

1

In general where established, it causes only minor damage
to garden plants.

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2.7 How important is the environmental
damage likely to be in the PRA?

1

3

2.8 How important is social damage
caused by the pest within its current
area of distribution?
2.9 How important is the social damage
likely to be in the PRA area?
2.10 How likely is the presence of the
pest in the PRA area to cause losses in
export markets?

4

1

Control measures (hand picking and molluscicides) are
available for local control, but are unlikely to slow its
passive spread.
By mild grazing on ornamental plants, it can drastically
reduce their value. Controlling the pest with Ferramol does
not seem expensive.
Ornamental plants will lose significant value due to grazing
damage. It is noted as a pest on cabbage, beans and
tomatoes at one site.
In New Zealand it poses a potential risk[50], but no report of
detrimental ecological effects of the species was found.
Anecdotal evidence suggests it is capable of displacing H.
pomatia in Austria[119].
We observed nothing to indicate significant interspecific
competition but no systematic recordings were made. No
population was found in natural protected habitats.
It is a major urban garden pest in several countries.

3

1

4*

2

2.11 How likely is it that natural
enemies, already present in the PRA
area, will not reduce populations of the
pest below the economic threshold?
2.12 How likely are control measures
to disrupt existing biological or
integrated systems?

4

2

3*

1

2.13 How important would other costs
resulting from introduction be?

2

2

2.14 How likely is it that genetic traits
will be carried to other species?
2.15 How likely is the pest to cause a
significant increase in the economic

0*

1

1*

1

Pest effects
2.1 How great negative impact on crop
yield or cultivated plants does it have in
current distribution?
2.2 How great a negative effect is the
pest likely to have on crop yield and/or
quality in the PRA area?
2.3 How easily can the pest be
controlled in the PRA area without
control measures?
2.4 How great increase in production
costs is likely to be caused by the pest
in the PRA area?
2.5 How great a reduction in consumer
demand is the pest likely to cause in the
PRA area?
2.6 How important is environmental
damage caused by the pest within its
current area of distribution?

It is already considered a private garden pest in Denmark at
two sites.
Commodities contaminated with the species will be
quarantined in USA, regulations are generally weak in other
countries[32]. Plant nurseries are the only known commercial
enterprises where the species is present.
There are several known predators of C. aspersus in
Denmark, but none are specific[75], and small founder
populations have managed to get established at several
locations.
Molluscicides used for controlling the species are not
species specific, thus other non-target species can be
affected. Most of the species are not rare or threatened.
Hand picking is a more environmentally gentle alternative.
It could be dealt with rather inexpensively (e.g. information
campaign). In addition, inspection of introduction pathways
could be set up.
There are no reports of hybridization.
Nothing mentioned in literature except for parasites in New
Zealand[50]. Possibly it could assist in facilitation of the
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impact of other pests?
establishment of other pest species.
Table V a The table is an overview of answers given in the two chapters of section B in the EPPO Pest Risk Assessment
decision support scheme concerning the probability of introduction and spread (1.), and assessment of potential economic
consequence (2.) respectively. * indicate that question is scored from 0-6 (ordinal scale) other questions are scored from 1-5, 6
and 5 resembling the highest probability. The level of uncertainty for each answer is scored from 1-3 (3 being the highest
level). Questions not applicable to the species are omitted from the table, elaborating comments and concluding questions are
covered in the main text.

Topic
5.1 Dispersion potential
or invasiveness

Score
(term)
2
(medium)

Comment

The species mainly disperse by human aid (passively). Active dispersal above 1
km per year has not been recorded. At four sites high densities was observed
single gardens.
5.2 Colonisation of
2
In Denmark the species is mostly observed in low value conservation areas
high conservation value (medium) (mainly open build-up land), but can establish population in intermediate value
habitats
areas (parks and fallow land). In New Zealand it colonizes high value
conservation land[50].
5.3 Adverse impacts on 1
Information on this topic is sparse from abroad. However, H. pomatia, Cepaea
native species
(unlikely) spp, A. arbosturom, A. niger was observed on the same locations as C. aspersus
(competition, disease)
without obvious signs of significant interspecific competition. However,
anecdotal evidence suggests it is capable of displacing H. pomatia in Austria[82].
5.4 Alteration of
1
There are no reports of it changing ecosystem function. Concerns of this
ecosystem functions
(unlikely) scenario are reported from New Zealand[50].
ISEIA SCORE
6
LIST C, CATEGORY 2
Table V b Overview of the score for C. aspersus in the ISEIA guidelines for environmental impact assessment.
Questions are scored from 1-3 (low, medium or high; high being the greatest probability/risk). When the subject is
poorly documented in the literature a score of 1 (unlikely) or 2 (likely) is given. The score for each section is summed
and the species conferred to one of three categories A (black list), B (watch list) or C (other nonnative species)
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